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Abstract
This research focuses on tools that support the development of tangible interaction-based applications for
distributed computing environments. Applications built with these tools are capable of utilizing heteroge-
neous resources for tangible interaction and can be reconfigured for different contexts with minimal code
changes. Current trends in computing, especially in areas such as computational science, scientific visu-
alization and computer supported collaborative work, foreshadow increasing complexity, distribution and
remoteness of computation and data. These trends imply that tangible interface developers must address
concerns of both tangible interaction design and networked distributed computing. In this dissertation, we
present a software architecture that supports separation of these concerns. Additionally a tangibles-based
software development toolkit based on this architecture is presented that enables the logic of elements
within a tangible user interface to be mapped to configurations that vary in the number, type and location of




This research concerns the development and deployment of tangible user interfaces within computing en-
vironments with distributed, heterogeneous resources. More specifically, this research focuses on the inter-
section of tangible user interfaces, distributed computing and software architecture. Tangible user interfaces
(TUIs) give physical form to digital information [IU10]. TUIs are valuable as an approach to user interfaces
though enabling a user to apply knowledge about engaging the physical world she has already acquired
toward engaging the digital world. The field of distributed computing is concerned with the study, design
and development systems composed of nodes from multiple address spaces [Gof03]. A strength of dis-
tributed systems is that they enable remote access to remote resources (e.g. people, physical things, data and
computation) [Dix08].
In the literature we find several examples of TUI-based applications that employ distributed resources
of some type [BID98, MG07, KB07a, BRSB03]. Such systems inherit many of the benefits of tangibles
supported by only local resources as well as the advantages of distributed systems. Contemporary com-
puting trends (circa early 2012) also point to a future in which the computation of interest to user is
spread across space and time over diverse resources. This can be observed in the proliferation of devices
with embedded processing, networking connectivity and interactive capability as well the large-scale de-
ployment of Web-based infrastructure to support business and consumer software applications (i.e. cloud
computing[BYV+09]). Given these trends, tangibles in the contexts with distributed, heterogeneous com-
puting resources also inherit the challenges and limitations of distributed systems. The limitations and chal-
lenges of distributed computing are captured by Deutsch and Gosling’s Eight Fallacies of Distributed Com-
puting [DG97]. The limitations and challenges of designing, developing and deploying tangibles remain as
described by Shaer et al. [SJ09, SH10] (e.g. designing interplay of virtual and physical, lack of standard
input and output devices, crossing disciplinary boundaries, etc.).
One implication of the intersection of TUIs and distributed computing is stakeholder diversity. These
stakeholder include end-users, domain application developers, TUI developers and designers, TUI tools
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developers, and developers of infrastructure for computation and networking. Each stakeholder class faces
problems of distributed, heterogeneous tangible interaction unique to their area of expertise or interest.
End-users One end-user problem of distributed tangible interaction revolves around discoverability of af-
fordances and functionality.
Domain Application Developers A domain application developer is responsible for developing or adopt-
ing applications and services to carry the computational task relevant to the domain for a class of
activities. Ill-defined system specifications and requirements integration of domain-specific applica-
tion components with TUI elements is a problem facing domain application developers.
TUI designer/developer TUI designers/developers are responsible for the composition of TUI elements to
support the physically-linked invocation of software actions. This class of distributed TUI stakeholder
faces problems such as: the lack of expertise on technical requirements for distributed interaction;
the lack of abstractions for application integration of novel tangible interaction techniques; technical
constraints in terms of operating system, programming language or application platform; abundance
of choice of technologies for implementing TUIs; and the lack of tools for the design, development
and deployment of TUIs for distributed, heterogeneous computing contexts.
TUI Tools Maker This class of stakeholder provides tangible interaction techniques to other distributed
TUI stakeholders. They may face problems such as: ill-defined system specification and requirements
for systems in which tangibles are to be integrated, both for novel and legacy applications; lack of ex-
pertise or affordability of focus upon technical concerns of distributed computing and communication
infrastructure; and complexity as a result of the abundance of choice of technologies for distributed
computing and tangible interaction (e.g. protocol, services, middleware, application frameworks, in-
teraction hardware toolkit, etc.).
Distributed Interaction Infrastructure Developer This stakeholder provides the computational and com-
munication infrastructure to support distributed, heterogeneous tangibles. In many cases, this infras-
tructure is not developed in consideration of tangible interaction. Some exceptions to reality-based
interaction (RBI [JGH+08]) approaches like tangibles include the work of Ballagas, Holleis, Johan-
son and Fox, Kaltenbrunner, Kobayashi, Kumpf, and Marquardt and Greenberg [BRSB03, Hol09,
JF04, KBBC05, Kum09, MG07]. This points to the issue of HCI infrastructure raised by Edwards
et al. [ENP10]. A key problem facing infrastructure developers in distributed tangible interaction
2
is ill-defined specifications and requirements for infrastructure to support distributed, heterogeneous
tangible interaction.
This enumeration of distributed, heterogeneous tangible interaction stakeholders is likely not compre-
hensive; and these roles overlap, as has been the case with the author. But this approach to examining the
problems of distributed, heterogeneous tangible interaction does highlight the need for a higher-level view
of the processes of designing, developing and deploying tangibles.
FIGURE 1.1: Design space of distributed systems for tangible Interfaces. The gray region represents
areas within the design space that have been addressed by this dissertation’s research.
3
FIGURE 1.2: Dimensions of heterogeneity within the design space of tangible interfaces. The gray
region represents areas within the design space that have been addressed by this dissertation’s research.
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1.1 Research Problems and Motivations
Solutions for the design, development and deployment of tangible user interfaces (TUIs) within distributed,
heterogeneous computing environments must address the challenges of distributed systems and TUI devel-
opment often in the pursuit of conflicting design goals. Additionally, progress is impeded in the distributed,
heterogeneous TUI space is progress by the non-separation of incidental and inherent complexity; strong
coupling of components within a distributed TUI; and strong coupling betven application-level code and
the configuration of resources that constitute distributed TUI-based application.
As mentioned above, tangible interaction is a multidisciplinary endeavor, with each class of stakeholder
facing challenges. To some degree this research presented primarily here addresses the concerns of 1. TUI
designers/developers; 2. and to a lesser extent,TUI tool makers; 3. and infrastructure developers for dis-
tributed, heterogeneous TUIs. One common theme the list of stakeholder issues is the lack of a clearly
defined requirements and specifications for the aspect of distributed tangibles-based system a stakeholder
might be interested. Another theme is the lack of expertise or affordability of focus in addressing the com-
plexity of infrastructure that supports a stakeholder’s area of concern or expertise. (e.g. a distributed interface
developer may not be expert in network programming). This speaks to the coincidental complexity of devel-
oping distributed tangibles-based systems. Another theme in the list of stakeholder problems centers around
the need for distributed tangibles-based system flexibility to address issues such as the abundance of choice
in technologies that can be used to realize a distributed TUI. For instance, both TUIs and distributed inter-
action face a set of open research problems; and so enduring tangibles-based applications require the ability
to sustain changes in the underlying infrastructure. Problems such as these are the focus of this research,
which has been pursued through the study of software architecture for TUIs with distributed, heterogeneous
computing resources.
As will be elaborated in further detail later in this document, the functional requirements a system for
include support for the integration of distributed, heterogeneous resources for tangible interaction and man-
agement of the life cycle of such resources. As a developer of tools for designing and building TUIs, one
must consider decisions about the dimensions of tangible systems distributed and heterogeneity such as
sensing+actuation technology (e.g. visual tracking versus mechatronics), end-user application platforms
(e.g. Processing, HTML5, etc.), and communication protocols to integrate remote resources (e.g. TCP sock-
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ets, XMLRPC, TUI/OSC, etc.). See Figures 1.1 and 1.2 for illustrations of the design space of distributed,
heterogeneous systems for tangible interface-based applications.
This research is motivated by experiences in developing tangibles to support the real-time interactive
scientific visualization and related computational science tasks. What is interesting, from an interactive sys-
tems perspective, about these use contexts, is that they typically involve computational environments that
consists of distributed computers for which its users are interested in fine-grained manipulative control of
elements within a system within a visualization that may be generated by a range of system hierarchies (e.g.
a single supercomputer class system provisioned for large data visualization, a collection workstations and
laptops running individual instances of a visualization system for small scale datasets, etc.). The author has
been involved in several efforts to realize systems that utilize the cutting edge technologies for high speed
networking (gigabyte data throughputs over global optical networks), parallel computing (thousands to hun-
dreds of thousand cores), data visualization (datasets weighing hundreds of gigabytes to terabytes) and user
interface (remote, distributed tangible interaction) to facilitate scientific collaboration across physical, orga-
nization and disciplinary boundaries [HAB+06, HAG+09, UHBH03, UJRT07]. This dissertation’s research
is motivated by a future in which such activities are commonplace and thus seeks to explore architectures
and tools that address the complexities posed by the design, development and deployment of TUIs within
distributed, heterogeneous computing environments.
More specifically, if we consider the use case of remote distributed interactive visualization as supported
by tangibles, such a must address the following issues:
• support the acquisition, transport and handling of user events at a rate 10/second or 100ms per event
for real time interactivity and at least 1 event per second for supporting the perception of causality.
• for systems involving multiple devices and/or users, support the event throughputs as the number of
nodes increase
• support extensibility in the type of implementations of tangible interfaces and visualization systems
But given these requirements, we must also consider the targeted users, namely user interface developers
and computational science experts. Neither class of user are expected to be expert in distributed interaction
programming or software/hardware engineering for tangible user interfaces. As such, low thresholds and
and high ceilings are desired properties for tools and environments for building tangibles in distributed,
heterogeneous computing environments [MHP00]. To lower the threshold of building distributed tangibles,
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a system architecture might be designed to reduce the incidental complexity of network programming; while
high ceilings might be realized by providing computational support tools to guide the path from high-level
specification to the range of final configurations that can be realized with the tools.
Thus far, discussion has been given to the technical challenges to be addressed by tools for building dis-
tributed, heterogeneous tangibles. But what of the challenges to designing, building and refining the tools
themselves? Many of problems of distributed interaction, and developments tools as user interface are be-
yond the scope of single dissertation project or organization. The distributed interactive systems ecosystem
envisioned by the author and his collaborators consists of increasingly numerous and diverse resources. And
so any tool that seeks to address a significant subset of this ecosystem, must provide an architecture that can
be adapted to this ecosystem. The field of software architecture can address the issues of scope by struc-
turing both the requirements and the systems that seek to support those requirements. Software architecture
facilitates communication among stakeholders. And based on Fielding’s definition of software architecture,
it can facilitate thinking about a system’s operation regardless that system’s state of implementation [Fie00].
The author set out to address the above-described problems of distributed, heterogeneous systems for
TUI-based software initially through development of a software development toolkit. After several iterations
on the basic functionality of this toolkit, the author began a study of the software architectural principles
that would both inform further development as well as evaluation of any software engineering related to
such tools for distributed TUIs. For instance, if one distributed, heterogeneous TUI toolkit design goal was
to support interactive responsiveness that scales in the number devices that comprise the system, a study of
software architecture could illuminate system design that support or constrain scalability. Additionally, in
the pursuit of scalability, software architectural thinking could help identify what other properties might be
traded-off.
1.1.1 Architectural Support for Tangible User Interfaces with Distributed,
Heterogeneous Computing Resources
In this dissertation, an architectural specification is introduced to address the challenges of designing and
developing distributed tangible interfaces. This architecture is based on abstractions to separate the specifi-
cation of a TUI’s structure and behavior from its configuration as loosely coupled, message-passing compo-
nents within a distributed, heterogeneous computing environment. From one perspective, this architecture
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consists of three basic layers: a resource layer, a message-based communication layer and a layer consisting
of application-level components. At the resource layer of the architecture are modules that act as adapters
for distributed TUI resources (e.g. sensors, actuators, tangible devices and input and display, applications
and services, etc.). The interface of each adapter is characterized by the set signals or events it produces
and the set of stimuli or signals it responds to. At the application layer are a collection of resource proxies
that expose an application programming interface (API) for integrating distributed TUI resources within an
application. Each class of resource proxy implements the same interface as the resource adapter to which is
bound during runtime. The resource and proxy layers communicate via a messaging layer, which abstracts
details about the physical channels over which components communicate. The structure and behavior of
a tangibles-based application is defined within this architecture by binding each proxy within that appli-
cation’s context to one or more resources via their adapter interface and specifying event-driven behavior.
The ability to bind and rebind a collection of proxies to a variable collection of resources via their adapter
enables applications based upon this architecture to vary in the number, type and location of resources that
employed by an instance of distributed tangibles-based application.
This architecture is named the Proxy Tangible Interactor (PTI). The term proxy is used to denote the fact
that application-level definition of consists of abstract representations of concrete TUI elements which may
exist anywhere within the distributed computing environment. The term tangible interactor is used to de-
note the interface that is shared between a resource’s proxy and adapter, as well as a nod the abstraction for
tangible input integration on which this interface is based [KL09]. To further explore properties of this ar-
chitecture, a toolkit consisting of a small class library for TUI development and lightweight communication
middleware was developed and is presented here.
1.1.2 Thesis Contributions
This dissertation makes the following contributions to interactive systems software research in the field of
computer science:
• The identification of PTI, a software architecture that supports tangible user interface-based applica-
tions that employ distributed, heterogeneous resources.
• A software development toolkit based on the PTI architecture, that enables tangibles-based applica-
tions to vary their configuration in the number, type, and location of resources.
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1.2 Dissertation Overview
This dissertation is organized into six chapters. In Chapter 2, related literature is discussed. This chapter
covers background literature on tangible user interfaces, distributed computing and software architecture.
The chapter then turns its focus on frameworks and toolkits for realizing tangible user interfaces and related
user interface approaches.
In Chapter 3, discussion is given to the topic software architecture for distributed tangible user interfaces.
It begins with a section on requirements analysis for distributed tangibles. Based upon these requirements,
an architecture is specified through the use of architectural diagrams that illustrate the various architectural
viewpoints with respect to stakeholders and phases of the system design and implementation phase. The
chapter then goes on to describe the major elements of the PTI architecture for distributed, heterogeneous
tangible interaction.
TUIKit, a PTI-based toolkit is presented in Chapter 4. This toolkit is discussed in terms of its architecture,
implementation, related work, and strengths and limitations.




The proposed work builds on prior research in the areas of tangible user interfaces, distributed computing
and software architecture. This chapter discuss relevant literature from these fields, how this work is related
and how it differs. As described in the previous chapter, the main thesis contribution presented here is a soft-
ware architecture for systems for tangible interaction in distributed, heterogeneous computing contexts. In
§2.1, literature on tangible user interfaces is discussed in terms of the field’s history and potential trajectory.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, computing trends imply a near future in which computation of
interest to users is spread across space and time over diverse system resources. In light of this, this chapter
examines the literature on distributed, heterogeneous computing to identify the advantages, challenges and
strategies that would inform the architecture of tangible interaction systems in such computing contexts (see
§2.2).
Software architecture is concerned with structure of software based systems. The processes of designing,
developing, refining and deploying tangible user interfaces is a complex process involving several areas of
expertise and many potential stakeholders. The field of software architecture offers tools to organize the
needs of stakeholders and the structures of elements within target systems [GAACB95]. In §2.3, the chapter
provides discussion of the software architecture.
In the study of tangible user interfaces, perhaps the area most closely related to software architecture is
the area of frameworks and toolkits for tangible interaction. It is in this literature, we are most likely to
see the description of an architecture for the range of system that can be realized with a given toolkit or
framework. In §2.4, discussion in given to the area of frameworks and toolkits for tangible interaction.
2.1 Tangible User Interfaces
Tangible user interfaces (TUIs) “give physical form to digital information, employing physical artifacts both
as representations and controls for computational media [UI00].” Tangible interaction, as of this writing, is
an active area research focused on linking the physical and digital worlds, whose vision was initially articu-
lated in the late 1990’s [IU97]. TUIs or tangibles date as far back as the 1970s with Perlman’s SlotMachine
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[Per76] and include several systems which predate the term “tangible user interface” [HPGK94, FIB95]. As
evidence of the growth of the field of tangible interaction, today hundreds of papers are published yearly in
a multi-disciplinary conference dedicated to tangible interaction and related research, in addition to main-
stream research publication venues in human computer interaction. We also find several examples of tan-
gibles as mass-market products or mass-market products that are influenced by tangible interaction-based
approaches [rea12, sif12, spi12].
2.1.1 Conceptual Frameworks for Tangible Interaction
While the intellectual focus of TUIs research is often on the physical artifact, many TUI-based systems
are software intensive. Thus is reasonable that progress of the field is driven by breakthroughs in software
technologies as it is driven by progress in physical design and hardware technology. As such the insights
of Redwine and Riddle on the maturation of software technology is relevant to the field of tangibles-based
software and tangible interaction [RJR85]. Redwine and Riddle propose that software technologies goes
through phases of maturity, which begin with basic research and conceptualization and culminate in pop-
ularization. Here we are concerned with the basic research and conceptualization phases of the tangibles
research and development and so we find several in the literature who have contributed to conceptualization
of tangibles [Dou04, Fis04, HB06, IU97, SWK+04, UI00].
FIGURE 2.1: Tangible Bits: A Conceptual Diagram of the Components of a Tangible Interface [Ish08]
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Tangible computing systems incorporate physical control and representation of digital information [Dou04].
According to Ullmer and Ishii, tangible user interfaces (TUIs) are characterized by
1. a computational coupling of physical representations to digital information;
2. an embodiment of control mechanisms by physical representations;
3. a perception of physical representations as being coupled to digital representations;
4. and the embodiment of key aspects of system’s digital state as the tangibles’ physical state [UI00].
MCRit Ullmer and Ishii introduce the Model–Control–Representation(intangible and tangible) (MCRit)
(see Fig 2.1), which is an extension of the Model–Control–View design pattern, as a conceptual framework
for distinguishing tangible interfaces from other interaction approaches [UI00]. The original MVC pattern is
an architectural pattern that decouples aspects of graphical user interfaces for purpose of increased flexibil-
ity. For instance, a GUI application’s view and input from its underlying model enables one to use multiple
representations of the same data. The model is an object that encapsulates application domain functionality
and data. With tangibles, the view component is split into a tangible and intangible representation com-
ponent. A tangible representation comprises of the physical elements of a TUI. Intangible representations
includes graphical and aural output and endow TUIs with the flexibility to represent information which may
dynamic or infeasible to represent tangibly. The control component provides mediation between the view
and model within this composite.
FIGURE 2.2: Dual Feedback Loops of Tangible User Interfaces [Ish08]
Taxonomy for Tangible Interfaces A taxonomy based on the two axes of metaphor and embodiment is
proposed by Fishkin in an attempt another tool for analysis and to tease out design principles for tangible
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interaction design [Fis04]. Fishkin introduces a broad definition of TUIs characterized by a processes in
which an input event, typically a physical user manipulation, triggers the computer system. The computer
system then senses the event to change some state and provide feedback as an output event, which causes a
change in the physical state of some object. The classification of TUIs is based, not on a binary designation,
but on a continuum of tangibility. Fishkin agrees with Ishii and Ullmer that this relaxation affords the
consideration of interesting interaction techniques in the tangible category.
Heuristics for Spatial Tangible Interfaces Sharlin et al. present of set of observations of TUIs, and from
these observations, introduce several heuristics for analysis and incorporation of spatiality within TUIs
[SWK+04]. These heuristics include spatial mapping, I/O unification and support for ”trial and error.” This
spatially-based heuristic provide yet another tool for comparing and contrasting TUIs and non-TUIs as well.
Getting a Grip on Tangible Interaction Hornecker and Burr describe tangible interaction as denoted by
systems “rely on embodied interaction, tangible manipulation, physical representation of data, and embed-
dedness in real space.[HB06]” The authors present a framework for analysis of tangible interaction systems
that examines the interplay of the material/physical and social aspects of the larger context in which the
tangible interaction system exists. Hornecker and Burr also introduce several viewpoints of tangible inter-
action:
data centered view A perspective that focuses on the relationships between the physical embodiments of
control and representation and digital information. It focuses on the tangible user interface
expressive-movement centered view This perspective seeks to design the interaction itself. This school
focuses on tangible interaction.
space centered view This view focuses on the physical spaces in which devices for digital display and
tangible interaction are embedded. It may also focus upon the body as interaction device and display.
The framework presented by Hornecker and Buur is composed of several themes: tangible manipulation,
spatial interaction, embodied facilitation and expressive representation. Because this thesis is concerned
with systems which support tangible interaction in distributed, heterogeneous computing environments, this
research is grounded in the data-centric view. This work is also focused on computational tools that facilitate
the tangible manipulation of computation to achieve some end of interest to the user.
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2.1.2 Strengths, Limitations and Challenges of Tangible User Interfaces
Fitzmaurice et al, in their introduction of the concept of graspable user interfaces, which may be considered
a subset of tangibles. Graspable interfaces focus on the manipulation of physical objects to achieve some
digital end. Some strengths of graspables as presented by Fitzmaurice include:
• it can support two-handed interaction
• brings focus on context-sensitive input devices
• enables parallel user input
• leverages well-developed human skills for physical manipulations
• externalizes internal digital representations
It is my belief that tangibles inherit many of the strengths of graspables. The aim of this work is to research
and develop software tools which aid developers and end-users in the specification and use of tangibles,
specifically for distributed visualization applications.
Shaer and Hornecker in their survey of TUI literature, discuss the strengths and limitations [SH10]. TUIs
strengths include:
Collaboration TUIs are often a good fit for collaborative use contexts. This has been demonstrated by
several instances of TUIs designed for collaborative applications [Ais79, FFF80, SK95, Jor10, UI99].
Hornecker and Buur list as factors supporting co-located collaboration 1. familiarity and affordances
of everyday physical interaction with the real world lower engagement threshold; 2. the inviting qual-
ity of tangibles; 3. and enhanced legibility due to the observability of manual interaction.
Situated-ness Tangibles are situated in the physical world, not simply on virtual displays [Dou04].
Tangible-Thinking TUIs support thinking to physical action or tangible thinking [KHT06]. Some forms
of tangible thinking include gesture, distributed cognition and tangible representation.
Space-Multiplexing and Directness of Interaction The use of multiple physical artifacts within a TUI,
enable each embodiment of control and representation to be engaged independently and simultane-
ously [Fit96]. This also enables tangible representations to have more specific forms as opposed to
generic forms to support general purpose.
Strong-Specificity Enables Iconic Representations and Affordances More specific forms enables design-
ers to use representations that are recognizable and communicate a tangible’s affordances.
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TUIs limitations include:
Scalability and Risk of Losing Physical Objects Several limitations of TUIs fall under the category of
scalability [SH10]. Very few TUI applications scale up to large problems involving large data sets or
many parameters. The use of physical artifacts within TUIs has implications for clutter of interactive
surfaces, inflexibility (inability to scale or modify scope of representations), and difficulty of support
complex commands because of a high degree of direct manipulation [BBE+02].
Malleability and Versatility The materials in TUIs are not as malleable as are elements of graphical user
interfaces (GUIs). Physical objects are typically static and rigid [PNM+04]. This can limit the versa-
tility of TUIs. Furthermore, TUIs are more limited in the range of tasks that can be support. Jacob et
al. suggests that interface designers consider the tradeoffs of reality-based interfaces approaches such
as TUIs between realism and versatility [JGH+08].
User Fatigue Because TUIs use physical forms, TUI designers have to consider issues ergonomics and
long-term strain as it relates to manual actions required by TUIs [SH10].
Above the strengths and limitations of TUIs have been overviewed. In many cases the strengths of TUIs
are linked to their weaknesses, and so TUI designers must be able to evaluate the tradeoffs of using a par-
ticular tangible interface element in their applications. In the course of considering strengths and weakness
of TUIs when designing, developing, and deploying tangibles, TUI researchers and practitioners must also
faces the open challenges of realizing tangibles.
Based on upon Redwine’s stages of technology development [RJR85] and through examination of TUI
research literature, it might said that TUI research and development are is primary phases of internal en-
hancement and exploration. Many techniques for tangible interaction have been published and disseminated
throughout the community. We also find several instances of toolkits and frameworks for integration of
tangibles within applications [GB02, KL09, BRSB03, VG07, KB07a]. But as observed by Shaer and Hor-
necker, each time a new technique is introduced, a TUI developer has to learn a new toolkit or software
library and rewrite their application code [SH10]. Another challenge of TUI development is that often these
techniques within a standard set of widgets often excluding other interaction styles. Additional TUI devel-
opment challenges are outlined by Shaer et al. [SJ09]. As remarked by Streitz at an international conference
on tangible interaction, for TUIs and related interface approaches to have more impact, they need to pursue
larger scale applications [Str11]. This might involve applications involving TUI techniques and subsystems
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from multiple organizations and target legacy applications and well novel applications. Such pursuits will
involve diverse resources for computational, networking, and interactions, and so the aim of this research is
approach the traditional challenges of TUI development in such contexts.
2.2 Distributed, Heterogeneous Computing
The vast majority of all computing today is distributed. Local computing, which forms the roots
of computer science and is itself still evolving, has become the exception rather than the rule
[Gof03]
In the previous section, background literature on TUIs was discussed. In this section, background on
distributed, heterogeneous computing is covered. A majority of the TUI-based systems discussed in the
TUI literature at the time of this writing are either supported by local computing or do not emphasize
the distributed nature of its computational back-end. Notable exceptions include systems by Brave and
Ishii [BID98], Ullmer and Ishii [UI97], Jorda et al. [JKGB05], and Marquardt and Greenberg [MG07]. The
intersection of tangible interaction and ubiquitous computing research has also produced several toolkits and
frameworks for building distributed reality-based interfaces [BRSB03, Hol09, KB07b, KTK+05, MG07].
One premise of this research is that interactive computing will occur over distributed resources, which
means that interactive system design will have to address the both requirements of interactive computing as
well as distributed computing.
In pursuit of that effort, the question becomes, “How are local and distributed computing systems dif-
ferent?” Distributed systems are systems composed of nodes with different address spaces [KWWW94].
Waldo posit that all the differences between local and distributed computing originate from four differ-
ences: 1. latency, 2. memory, 3. concurrency, 4. and partial failure . The implications of these differences
are summarized by eight fallacies of distributed computing that was elaborate by engineers at the former
Sun Microsystems [DG97, Gof03, RGO06]:
1. The network is reliable
2. Latency is zero
3. Bandwidth is zero
4. The network is secure
5. Topology doesn’t change
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6. There is one administrator
7. Transport cost is zero
8. The network is homogeneous
With respect to interactive system design, the fundamental differences of distributed computing and its im-
plications mean that the networking aspects of an interactive system cannot be simply masked [KWWW94].
Interactive systems in a distributed, heterogeneous computing context should be designed to mitigate the
complexity posed by such contexts.
Now that the differences between local and distributed have been outlined, let us consider the benefits
of distributed computing as enabled by the network as mediator The fundamental benefit of distributed
computing is that through networks people can access four types remote resources [Dix08]:
people Networks can facilitate communication with remote people.
physical things Through networks, we can view and control remote physical objects.
data Networks mediate remote access to data.
computation Networks can grant access to remote computational resources.
Given these benefits of networks and distributed computing, in the following subsections several distributed
computing technologies are discussed.
2.2.1 The Grid View of Distributed Computing
This author’s first exposure to the field of distributed computing as research was through grid computing
and “e–everything.” Foster defines the Grid
. . . as an extensible set of Grid services that may be aggregated in various ways to meet the
needs of VOs, which themselves can be defined in part by the services that they operate and
share. [FKNT02]
The vision of a set of technologies and policies as infrastructure that would support the development of
computing applications that span technical, geographical and organizational boundaries is an intriguing
one. The Grid was proposed to present a unified system architecture and programming model to address the
unique challenges of distributed, heterogeneous computing. Foster in his discussion of alternative perspec-
tive of grids [FKT01], claims that grid-specific programming models are not required for a grid architecture,
although “abstractions and encapsulation can reduce complexity and improve reliability.” The layered grid
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architecture that I believe applies to other distributed computing paradigms, that organizes components and
services into 1. fabric, 2. connectivity, 3. resource, 4. collective, 5. and application.
See Figure 2.3 for an illustration of the relationships between a grid architecture, an architecture for
distributed tangible interaction and the Internet protocol architecture.
FIGURE 2.3: The relationship between the Internet, Grid and Distributed Interaction Architectures
Grid computing is not the definitive view of distributed computing, but in that paradigm we find a com-
prehensive view that considers many of the concerns of coordinating and composing applications from
distributed, heterogeneous resources. In the future, it likely valuable to examine other distributed, heteroge-
neous computing paradigms and their approaches to software infrastructure (e.g. ubiquitous computing). It
is possible that many distributed, heterogeneous computing paradigms are structurally similar, but vary fun-
damentally in the behavior of the components and services used in the composition of distributed systems.
2.2.2 The Ubiquitous Computing View of Distributed Heterogeneous Computing
Ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) is one paradigm of heterogeneous, distributed computing that is alter-
native to grid computing. Mark Weiser introduces ubiquitous computing as a vision in which computing
recedes into the background, becoming seamlessly integrated into human beings’ surrounding [Wei91].
This future is envisioned as having a plentitude of devices with various form factors and capabilities that
combine to augment human intellect. The tangible computing goal of integrating physical interaction into
computing systems is closely aligned with the goal of realizing calmer technology [WB96]. Currently, the
author has not identified a architectural description of ubicomp along the lines of Foster’s anatomy and
physiology of the Grid [FKT01, FKNT02]; however, Weiser and later Kindberg and Fox address computer
science and system engineering respectively of ubicomp [Wei93, KF02]. In the overlap between research
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TUIs and ubicomp, a significant body of work address issues of distributed, heterogeneous computing of
post-WIMP approaches to interaction such as TUIs. Such work includes systems such as iROS [JFW02],
iStuff [BRSB03], the Equator Component Toolkit [GIM+04] and Concerto Widgets [KTK+05].
2.2.3 APIs for Distributed Application Development
The ideas represented by the Grid Application Toolkit (GAT) and Simple APIs for Grid Applications
(SAGA) projects have greatly influenced this research toward simplifying distributed TUI-based application
development [ADG+05, GJK+06]. The distributed computing community offer several protocols, services
and components for realizing distributed computing systems. application programming interfaces (APIs)
and software development kits (SDKs) like SAGA aim to provide generic interfaces to core distributed
computing protocols and services that may be provided by a number of underlying implementation tech-
nologies. Similar approaches to tangible interface programming are embodied in toolkits like Papier Mache
[KL09] and SharedPhidgets [MG07] interactive resource abstraction. The adaptor and proxy design patterns
[GHJV95] are employed within TUIKit to provide for both fan-in (fusing input from diverse interactive re-
sources) and fan-out (fissioning output to diverse devices and software components).
The work proposed here also seeks the leverage the knowledge contributed by the distributed and ubiqui-
tous computing communities. The general idea is that distributed applications can become easier to develop,
more reliable and take advantage of more code re-use through generic interfaces to services and resources
despite differences in underlying technology. Efforts such as the grid application toolkit (GAT) and simple
APIs for grid applications (SAGA) illustrate such a possibility.
2.2.4 Distributed Interaction: Discussion
Goff describes the space of networked-distributed computing (NDC) as a fitscape 1 and goes on to discuss
several technologies and paradigms for addressing many of the challenges of NDC [Gof03]. Within respect
to building interactive, ubiquitous computing environments Johanson and Fox provide a good analysis to
how many NDC concerns are handled by various approaches to NDC infrastructure [JF04]. See Dix’s sur-
vey on network-based interaction for additional analysis the challenges introduced to human computing
interaction by distributed computing, as well some best practices for addressing them [Dix08].
1fitscape: “fitness landscape,” an ecosystem in which technologies compete for adoption
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In this section, the Eight Fallacies of Distributed Computing is used as framing mechanisms to consider
the problems of distributed computing that must be addressed by software architectures that support tangible
interaction in these contexts. Using this list (see §2.2) as a high-level view of the concerns to be addressed
in distributed, heterogenous computing, the research presented in this document addresses concerns (5), (7),
(8), and to lesser degree (1) and (2) in the context of tangible-based application development within dis-
tributed computing environments. In the next section, this chapter turns to the topic of software architecture.
It is at the level of architectural design the above mentioned distributed, heterogeneous computing concerns
are addressed.
2.3 Software Architecture
There is an ongoing debate on a consensus definition of software architecture that is agreed among the soft-
ware architecture research and practice community [KOS06]. An ANSI/IEEE standards committee define
architecture as
the fundamental organization of a system, embodied in its components, their relationships to
each other and the environment, and the principles governing its design and evolution [IEE00].
Bass et al. define software architecture as
is the structure or structures of the system, which comprise software elements, the externally
visible properties of those elements, and the relationships among them [BCK03].
Abowd focus on the descriptive aspects of software architecture and define it as
an important level of description for software systems. At this level of abstraction key design
issues include gross-level decompositional components, protocols of interaction between those
components, global system properties (such as throughout and latency), and life-cycle issues
(such as maintainability, extent of reuse, and platform independence) [AAG95].
And finally, Fielding posits that software architecture need not be limited to just a description of a software
system’s structure, but
an abstraction of the run-time elements of a software system during some phase of its operation.
A system may be composed of many levels of abstraction and many phases of operation, each
with its own software architecture [Fie00].
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Fielding’s recursive definition is intriguing because it affords one the ability to use running systems as
architecture; but more importantly its emphasis on abstraction gets to one of the core activities of software
architecture, which is to simply. To systematically abstract details of a system’s runtime enables one to
reason about some aspect of a system while ignoring the details of other aspect irrelevant to the task at hand.
Abowd’s definition is also instructive on the what constitutes a software architectures and what information
it should convey, but what if the description is executable? Perhaps given the many classes of stakeholders
who may benefit from the process and products of software architecture, multiple definitions are useful to
capture the concerns and viewpoints of these stakeholders.
2.3.1 The Elements of Software Architecture
As mentioned in several software architecture definitions, an architecture is defined in terms of the rela-
tionships between its elements. Perry and Wolf defined this as {elements, forms, rationale} = software
architecture [PW92], extended by Barry Boehm as {elements, forms, rationale, constraints} = software ar-
chitecture. The major architectural elements are components, connectors, and data. A component is a unit of
processing that transforms data elements. Data is information that is sent to or received by some component
via a connector. And a connector mediates communication, coordination, or cooperation among compo-
nents [SC97]. Diagrams with boxes and arrows are common media use to convey architectures and can be
very effective in communicating properties of an architecture. Architectural constraints restrict the structure
and behavior of an architecture’s elements.
With the basic elements of an architecture defined, discussion is now given to the aim of software archi-
tecture, which is to produce or derive an architecture with a certain set of properties. Architectural properties
are those characteristics that derive from the selection, arrangement and arrangements of architectural ele-
ments within a system [Fie00]. Such properties include functional properties (i.e. what a system does) as
well as non-functional properties, also known as quality attributes (e.g. evolvability, component reusability,
performance, etc.). To achieve a set of architectural properties, constraints are applied to an architecture.
For instance, to achieve a extensible or modifiable architecture, one might constrain components to com-
municate via event-based invocation[GS94].
Another important tool in the software architecture toolbox, is the abstraction of architectural styles.
Fielding defines an architectural style as a coordinated set of architectural constraints that restricts the
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roles/features of architectural elements and the allowed relationships among those elements within any
architecture that conforms to that style [Fie00]. Architectural styles enable one to consider (sub)system
architectures at a higher level of abstraction and supports the comparison and evaluation of various archi-
tectures. This becomes useful because the knowledge in accumulated through practice and research about
the properties belonging to a particular style, making it easier to reason about the properties that might be
achieved as a result of a particular architectural design decision. For instance, to say that reacTIVision’s
architectural (cf. [KB07a]) incorporates a client-server hierarchical style is to say that reacTIVision’s archi-
tectural is evolvable as client-server architectures are evolvable because of the separation of concerns design
in the partition of work between client and server components [And91].
2.3.2 The Views of Software Architecture
FIGURE 2.4: Krutchen’s 4+1 View Model of Software Architecture [Kru95]
Above fundamental concepts of software architecture have been discussed. We now consider methods for
describing and disseminating software architectures. A common practice of architectural diagramming, typ-
ically using boxes and arrows, is heavily influenced by Krutchen’s paper on the 4+1 View Model [Kru95].
This model is based on the premise that architectural design and evaluation is a complex process involving
many parts and types of stakeholders and so it makes sense to view an architecture from different perspec-
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tives. In Figure 2.4 the 4+1 View Model is illustrated. Here the relationships between system architecture
stakeholders and particular views can be seen. These views are as follows:
Logical Architecture View The logical architecture supports the functional requirements. This architec-
ture is derived from a decomposition of a system into a set of key abstractions taken from the target
domain. These abstractions are often expressed as classes or objects, thus enabling common mech-
anisms and design elements to be convey in terms of logical relationships (e.g. composition, inheri-
tance, etc.) [Kru95]. In this research, this type of object-oriented notation is used, however Krutchen
states that other domains may require alternative logical notions (e.g. a data-driven system may use
entity-relation (E-R) diagrams (cf. [Che83]).
Process Architecture View A view of the process architecture enables one to observe the non-functional
properties of a system. The process architecture addresses concerns of concurrency and distribution,
integrity, fault tolerance and the partitioning of abstractions from logical architecture within the pro-
cess architecture. A process architecture is defined in terms of a logical network of communicating
processes, a process being a group of tasks executing on an object.
Development Architecture View The development architecture focuses on how software modules are or-
ganized within the software development environment. This architecture is typically modeled by di-
agrams of modules and subsystems diagram. Although the full development architecture cannot be
specified until the software module organization is defined, basic rules for system organization can be
made. This architecture is of particular value in to the development planning process.
Physical Architecture View The physical architecture addresses non-functional architectural properties
such as availability, fault-tolerance, scalability, availability and performance. A physical architecture
describes the networks of nodes over which software is executed.
Scenarios Scenarios, more general instances of use cases, pull the four architecture views together.
2.4 Toolkits and Frameworks for Developing Tangible Interfaces
In the previous section, the topic of software architecture was overviewed. One area of tangible user interface
research where intersects with software architecture is the topic of frameworks and toolkits for designing,
developing and deploying TUIs. Mazalek and Hoven present a meta-framework for classifying tangible in-
teraction frameworks and toolkits by type and the facets of tangible interaction each framework addresses
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FIGURE 2.5: Mazalek and Hoven’s map of tangible interaction and related frameworks [MvdH09]
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[MvdH09]. As can be seen in Mazalek and Hoven’s map of TUI frameworks (see Figure 2.5), these frame-
works can classified by the phase in the TUI realization process they focus on, namely abstracting, designing
or building. This research focuses on architectures related to building tangibles. This meta-framework be-
comes a valuable tool for tangible interaction designers and developers in deciding which frameworks to
use. The framework also provides a map of the coverage gaps by existing tangible interaction frameworks.
For instance, Mazalek and Hoven note very little attention is given by existing frameworks to specific do-
mains. The architecture and as well as resultant toolkit and applications have mostly been in the domain
of scientific visualization. A future research opportunity exists in applying to application components and
services for data management and visualization those architectural principles (overviewed in §1.1.2 and
expanded in §3.3) that have been applied to resources for tangible interaction in the research presented
in document. In this section, discussion will focus on frameworks for the building and integrating TUIs.
These frameworks are usually called toolkits and either focus on hardware components (§2.4.1) or software
(§2.4.2). In §2.2, toolkits for developing distributed TUIs are discussed.
2.4.1 Hardware Toolkits
2.4.1.1 Phidgets
Greenberg and Fitchett present a toolkit for building physical interfaces with physical widgets or Phidgets
[GF01]. Analogous to graphical widgets, phidgets abstract input or output devices and encapsulate higher
level interactive functionality to the user. Phidgets are exposed to a programmer as ActiveX objects. These
objects connect to a connection manager to keep account of device status. Greenberg and Boyle go on to
describe additions to the Phidgets toolkit, which allow for Phidgets to interoperate with existing graphical
applications [GB02].
2.4.1.2 LittleBits
LittleBits is an open source library of discrete electronic components aimed at democratizing the creation
of electronic devices, especially for designers and artists [Bde09]. A goal of the project is to enable device
makers to explore electronic functionality earlier in the design process. It achieves this by lowering the
threshold of electronic fabrication through the use of magnetic connectors.
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2.4.1.3 Tiles&Blades
Sankaran et al propose a tangibles hardware toolkit which aims to decouple the implementation of novel
interaction hardware from the need to implement all of the required interaction modalities [SUR+09]. With
the Tiles & Blades toolkit, interaction developers choose from a library of functional modules providing
common modalities such as RFID sensing, physical controls such as knobs and buttons, and output such as
LED and active haptic feedback. These modules are composed on Tiles, a physical substrate. Blades & Tiles
are situated as a interaction hardware solution somewhere between custom electronics and fully-integrated,
commercial off-the-shelf solutions. This toolkit provides developers the ability to extend existing hardware
capability by designing new blades, which can be integrated with existing modules.
2.4.2 Tangible Computing Software Toolkits
2.4.2.1 iStuff
Ballagas et al. explore the construction ubiquitous computing environments with iStuff, a toolkit that enables
dynamic mapping of devices to applications [BRSB03]. Applications constructed with iStuff are composed
of devices that communicate over an intermediary communication channel called EventHeap [JF02]. This
decouples device and application components, and with the addition of a component for wiring of input
and output, PatchPanel, make iStuff applications highly modular and configurable. Applications built with
iStuff are often distributed, though it has typically used for system distributed with a room. It is technically
possible to use iStuff for remote distributed interaction, but certain usability issues have yet to be worked
out. The decoupled inter-device communication at the core of this toolkit is an inspiration for the initial
distributed interface component architecture that presented here. Such an approach enables interface com-
ponents to be developed independent with a reasonable expectation of flexibility in composition and high
re-configurability.
2.4.2.2 Papier Mache’
Inspired by a desire to integrate digital information with users’ physical environment, especially paper-
based interaction, Klemmer et al introduce the Papier-Mache toolkit [KLLL04]. Papier-mache abstracts
input devices based upon computer vision and electronic-tagged (RFID) object recognition for integration
in the development of tangible applications. This toolkit makes computer vision tangible application de-
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velopment easier by enabling users to associate physical object manipulation while across multiple input
sensor technologies and saving the user the trouble of managing low-level hardware communication.
There is currently no support in Papier-Mache for mechatronic-based tangibles like those built with Phid-
gets or Blades & Tiles. Papier-Mache also only currently supports input. For these reasons, I cannot use the
toolkit as the basis for tangible integration. But this work, is exemplary for several reasons. Klemmer and
Landay describe extensive work in the evaluation of this toolkit as an interface for application developers
[KL09]. From examples included in their 2009 publication, it seems fairly straightforward to program tangi-
ble input. Papier-mache adapts Myers’s Interactors abstraction for tangible input [Mye90]. This interaction
model is being considered for extension to support output in the architecture and toolkit at the center of this
research.
2.4.2.3 reacTIVison/TUIO
ReacTIVision is a toolkit for computer-vision tabletop tangible applications [KB07a]. Applications built
with earlier versions of the reacTIVision toolkit consist of physical objects, which are tagged with fiducial
markers, which are tracked via a object tracker which analyzes video streams to recognize symbols within
the fiducial tags. Later versions of the toolkit also recognize blob objects for multi-touch tabletop applica-
tions. The toolkit consists of a recognition component, a communication component and a client library and
has been ported across several operating system and application development platforms. The core commu-
nication protocol, TUIO, is a Open Sound Control (OSC) based message format, in which the presence and
orientation of all recognized objects are constantly transmitted over a UDP protocol [KBBC05, WF97]. The
reacTable, perhaps the most widely known tangible application built with on the reacTIVision platform, is
real-time music application in which physical objects are manipulated to change various associated sound
parameters [JKGB05]. User, multiple at the time even, can use reacTable as a musical instrument.
The reacTIVision system is attractive for building spatial tangible applications because it supports track-
ing of fingers and objects tagged with fiducial markers. The TUIO protocol is simple, but powerful and is
being considered as the low-level protocol for communicating interaction data between components within
the proposed toolkit. Using the TUIO protocol would open the possibility to integrate with many for which
TUIO support has been implemented [tui11].
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2.4.2.4 Shared Phidgets
To support the construction interfaces comprising of distributed phidgets, Marquardt and Greenberg present
Shared phidgets [MG07]. Shared phidgets is built around the model of dMVC, an extension of the MVC
design patter typically used for GUI applications. The MVC is extended for distributed interfaces by us-
ing a intermediary communication mechanism called the SharedDictionary. Phidgets are connected to a
host computer, typically via USB, and are added to the SharedDictionary. The user may also add metadata
on the type of device or geospatial information making that device searchable via queries to the Shared-
Dictionary and discoverable. SharedPhidgets makes it easier to programming distributed physical UIs by
providing developers several abstraction level at which to programming tangible interaction. Users may
program physical UIs by directly accessing the SharedDictionary, or via a library of .NET objects which
encapsulate Phidgets connected to the SharedDictionary, or by composing interfaces using interface skins
that provide a graphical representation of phidgets.
2.5 Discussion
This work is closely related to the research literature on tangible and post-desktop interaction toolkits and
application of tangible interaction to data visualization. I have overviewed much of this literature earlier in
this chapter, but here I discuss several points of distinction between these works and the work I propose
here.
The proposed work is distinguished from the Papier Mache’ in that we support mechatronic tangible
input and integration of distributed tangible interaction components. While SharedPhidgets was designed
for building distributed information appliances from physical user interface elements, this work is targeted
at the support fine-grained interactive physical control of and tight perceptual coupling to computational
objects. It is quite possible that the SharedDictionary on which SharedPhidgets is built could be adapted
or extending for our purposes. Because integration of networked resources for interaction are exposed in
a network-transparent manner, it should be possible for integrate tangible interaction components via the
SharedPhidgets infrastructure.
The proposed work is very much inspired by ubiquitous computing toolkit research involving eventHeap,
iROS and subsequently iStuff. The incremental innovation from spatial and temporal decoupling as en-
abled by eventHeap to semantic decoupling via PatchPanel enables spontaneous integration of interactive
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resources in very fluid manners. Related to this line of work, Johanson and Fox provide excellent analysis
of the communication infrastructure requirements for ubiquitous computing systems [JF04] . Because the
proposed toolkit is intended to support interactive response times and potentially scale to many users and
interaction device instances, I chose to base my coordination channel on infrastructure aimed at support ∼
1000s of message per second throughput [zer10].
The tangible interface-based applications described in this proposal and in prior work are primarily aimed
at supporting scientific visualization tasks. In the literature we find several applications of tangible interac-
tion techniques for visualization [BAC+08, HPGK94, KKVL05, QM05, QMvLK05, RWP+04, Sub04] .
Most of these interfaces incorporate tangible interaction techniques for spatial manipulation of visualiza-
tion assets. The proposed work toward visualization tangible applications is differentiated in that is possible
to provides physical means of engaging abstract, non-spatial aspects of visualization. The proposed work is
also differentiated by the scale and scope of system resources with which tangibles can be deployed.
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Chapter 3
An Architecture for Tangible Interaction-based Systems
with Distributed Heterogenous Resources
Several computing trends imply that computation of interest to users will become increasingly distributed
over heterogeneous resources. The aim of this research is to identify architectural issues in the design, imple-
mentation and operation of tangible interaction-based applications in distributed, heterogeneous computing
contexts. Engineering network-based applications in general is challenging for a numbers of reasons that
are summarized by Deutsch et al.’s Eight Fallacies of Distributed Computing [Deu01]. With respect to inter-
active systems, Dix highlights the implications of these incorporating networks with interactive systems and
argues for the need for coping strategies, algorithms and software architectures to mitigate the challenges
of integrating user interfaces and network-based resources [Dix08]. This work builds upon a considerable
body of research and development toward making it easier to build tangible and related reality-based inter-
active (RBI) applications [JGH+08]; however, this dissertation posits that efforts toward realizing tangibles
for distributed, heterogeneous computing environments can benefit from a software architecture-level ap-
proach. Based on this premise, a goal of this research is to provide an architectural framework that provides
support for abstractions to mitigate the complexities in realizing tangible user interface (TUI)-based ap-
plications within distributed, heterogeneous computing environments Some challenges of tangibles-based
application design and development include but are not limited to:
• Supporting integration with diverse tangible input and output devices (e.g. mechatronic verse com-
puter vision; toolkits/frameworks for interface software and hardware; diverse classes of computa-
tional device ranging from embedded systems to desktop to massively parallel systems; and diverse
software stacks in terms of operating systems, programming language and application frameworks);
• Providing extensibility for integrating new types of devices, applications, and services as well as
legacy systems [GB02];
• Providing abstractions that incorporate models of tangible interaction resonant with particular do-
mains. For the Papier Mache toolkit supports basic media playback for object-based tangibles; whereas
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several tangibles support software visualization actions throught manipulation of physical tokens and
tools [HPGK94, MQA+04, CRR08].
As discussed in the previous chapter, the tangible and embedded interaction research community has
made significant progress in making it easier to design and prototype tangible interaction system [BRSB03,
GF01, KBBC05, KL09]. Despite conceptual and technical progress, many research questions remain open
regarding the design and development of large-scale tangible interactive systems.
Such question include:
• What are the general concerns for distributed tangible interactive systems found in the TUI literature
[BRSB03, Hol09, JFW02, MG07]?
• How can these concerns be addressed in distributed, heterogeneous computing contexts? For instance
is it possible to provide the same API for integrating tangibles that supported by several distributed
computer infrastructures? Alternately, how might a TUI developer in the design phase of a distributed
tangibles-based application be shielded from the coincidental complexity of network programming?
• As a variation on the previous question, what abstractions are common across tangible interaction sys-
tem and how might these abstractions be extended to distributed, heterogenous computing systems?
• What are the strengths and weaknesses of the various approaches to distributed, heterogeneous TUI-
based applications? For instance, TUIs supported by infrastructure such as ubiquitous computing mid-
dleware (e.g. iStuff, Equator Component Toolkit, Concerto Widgets [BRSB03, GIM+04, KTK+05],
etc.) support relatively easy composition of distributed interactive systems, but have tradeoffs in scal-
ability in the number system nodes it can support.
• How can one design architectures to support system properties not previously achievable given certain
constraints? Is it possible to support applications with millions or tens of millions of simultaneous,
real-time interactive elements; what type of architectures would support such scale?
These are but a few of the architectural questions to be considered but we can begin by considering
the system requirements of distributed tangible interaction. In the next section both functional and non-
functional requirements for tangible interaction with heterogeneous resources are discussed. In §3.2, an
architecture for tangible interaction with distributed, heterogeneous resources is described from several
viewpoints. And based on the information revealed in §3.1 and 3.2, an architecture for distributed, hetero-
geneous interaction is describes in terms of its architectural elements (§3.3).
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3.1 Requirements of a Distributed Tangible Interaction System
Our goal is to support the design, development and operation of tangible user interface(tangibles)-based
applications for distributed computing contexts. Tangibles-based applications are those in which changes
on physical objects result in changes within digital systems or vice versa. Physical objects can be used
both as embodiments of digital information and well as handles to processes on digital information [IU97].
Underlying many implementations of such systems are diverse collections of sensors, actuators, computa-
tional and network communication devices. In the tangible interaction research literature we find many point
designs and several tangibles-based system frameworks, often deployed on very small scales with limited
interoperability between technical infrastructure. What we find lacking is an architectural description of a
tangible systems that could support interaction with many physical objects across multiple locales and can
effectively employ diverse implementation technologies. We are interested in applications that involve the
fine-grained manipulation of tangibles that are linked to digital information that may be physically hosted
remote from the point of user interaction. Conversely, a tangible may embody computation representing
many data elements of varying dynamism (e.g. a ambient information appliance linked to seismic activity
vs. one linked to presence of a single individual). Either possibility implies the desirability for communica-
tion infrastructure that can support sustained high throughput for network-based operations. To the extent
that such applications would need to support multiple users at multiple sites, the infrastructure for high-
throughput interactivity would need to be scalable as nodes are added to the system. This section discusses
both the functional and non-functional requirements of systems that support tangible interaction through the
use of distributed, heterogeneous resources.
3.1.1 Functional Requirements
Functional requirements define what operations for capability a system mush support. A tangible interaction-
based system incorporates physical embodiments of digital information and processes. Such a system may
involve the acquisition of input resulting from physical actions and invocation of a desired (or intended)
software action. A tangible system may also actuate the physical world as a result of some state change
within a digital system. A key property of tangible interaction user experience is the perception of linkages
between physical world and computational system phenomena [UI00]. Additionally a tangibles-based sys-
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tem may incorporate non-physical representations (e.g. audio or graphical displays) to present information
pertaining to the artifacts in the tangible system or digital system.
Functionality for tangible system input and output is provided respectively by sensors and actuators,
which may be embedded within a number of devices. For the purpose of tangible system integration, some
entity (human or digital) must have knowledge of the availability, state and behavior of tangible interaction
devices. So one functional requirement of a tangible interaction system architecture is support for manage-
ment of the the tangible interaction device life cycle. This life cycle includes design, fabrication, connection
to some computational system, disconnection from some system and interaction with elements within a
computational system. To achieve perceptual linkages of physical representations and digital information,
tangible interaction system resources must be integrated in a manner in which the semantics of those link-
ages can be defined. Support for tangible interaction system resource integration is another key functional
requirement of a tangible system architecture Tangible system resource integration can be classified broadly
into two types of processes: the transformation of physical action into software actions (tangible input) and
the transformations of the digital state into physical action (tangible output). The tangible input process can
be broken down into these stages:
1. acquire and disseminate input signals
2. interpret and filter input
3. invoke software actions
4. display feedback/feedthrough
The tangible output process involves the following stages:
1. access and disseminate digital state
2. interpret and filter digital information
3. actuate cyber-physical system
4. display feedback/feedthrough
Systems that fulfill the key tangible interaction system functional requirements mentioned previously
must also meet additional requirements based upon the contexts in which the targeted tangible system is
designed, implemented and deployed. Such contexts include properties such as:
• The locality of users, devices and computational resources;
• And technical characteristics of tangible system resources including:
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– Sensing and actuation techniques;
– Software and hardware implementation platforms;
– and resource capabilities and affordances.
Such contextual system properties speak to the distribution and heterogeneity of resource that constitute
a tangibles-based system. Tangibles-based systems of interest in this dissertation might involve users, in-
terface elements and software instances which are distributed across networks of various physical scales
(e.g. room-scale, building-scale, national-scale, intercontinental, etc.) and realized through diverse interac-
tion hardware platforms; interaction techniques (mechanical-electronic vs. computer vision-based interac-
tion techniques); and infrastructure for realizing tangibles (e.g. reacTIVison/TUIO, phidgets, arduino, etc.).
With respect to distributed, heterogeneous computing contexts this dissertation identifies two functional
requirements for such software architectures: 1. Software architectures that support tangible interaction
with distributed resources must provide support for the identification, connection and integration of remote
resources across network connections; 2. Software architectures that support tangible user interfaces com-
posed of heterogeneous resources must provide abstractions to integrate each type of diverse resource. In
§3.1.2, discussion is given to the non-functional properties of software architectures for distributed, het-
erogeneous tangible interfaces. These properties speak to the qualitative and quantitative degree a system
supports the functional requirements described in this subsection.
3.1.2 Non-Functional Requirements: System Qualities
In the software engineering literature we find many definitions for non-functional requirements (NFRs).
See Glinz for a summary of NFR definitions [Gli07]. For the sake of simplicity, if functional requirements
define a system’s behavior, essentially what a system does; then NFRs define how well that system does
what it does. Some NFRs describe a system’s constraints and desired qualities. This research is concerned
with the following system qualities: usability, performance, simplicity, integratibility, security, robustness
and security.
3.1.2.1 Performance
The performance of an interactive system, or measure of that system’s ability to support various operations
with respect to its utilization of time, computational and network resources, factors very heavily into the
resulting user experience. If the functional requirements of a tangible system architecture can be general-
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ized to facilitating en-action upon physical embodiments of computational objects and processes and vice
versa, then several performance properties (e.g. responsiveness, throughput, bandwidth, latency, etc.) factor
into whether the system can achieve these processes within desirable tolerances. For illustrative purposes
consider the Tangible Query Interface (TQI)[UIJ03]. Each turn of a parameter wheel results in the gen-
eration and processing of a dynamic database query and ultimately a visualization of the query results. 1
TQI, from a high-level view, involves several parallel processes in which multiple parameter wheels can be
manipulated, database queries are formulated and processed, and query results are visualized and displayed
onscreen. 2 To provide real-time feeling responsiveness, TQI’s system architecture must be capable of exe-
cuting this pipeline from input acquisition to visual responsive in a few fractions of a second (about 100ms).
3 4 The ability of a tangibles interactive systems to execute/support these processes affects overall system




Latency Latency is the measure of time from the moment a payload is sent over a network until the
moment in time it is received by its recipient. Latency is a relevant metric for evaluating the performance
of a network-based interaction. For instance, network-bound interactions can be no faster than the latencies
of network transmission over network links that connect system nodes. So Internet-based applications are
constrained by typical latencies on the order of hundreds of milliseconds. When combined with temporal
constraints of human interaction (e.g. 100ms for threshold perceived interactivity or 1-2s for threshold
human perception of causality), we see the limits of the wide-area network as infrastructure for certain
types of classes of interactivity absent strategies such as latency-hiding.
Throughput Throughput is a measure of rate of operations that can be performed or supported over time.
The envisioned tangibles-based applications will likely involve processes, which themselves are composed
of many simpler processes, processes including the discovery of tangibles, the resolution of the digital con-
tent or functionality that associated with a tangible, and the data-flow from user input to software action. A
tangible system architecture can be evaluated for various use-cases by examining effect of certain architec-
tural designs on the throughput for various operations.
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Integratibility In much of the tangible and embedded interaction-related research, new software has been
the emphasis for integration of tangible interaction capabilities. While this approach is beneficial and per-
haps necessary for the sake of getting research and development done, some thought on the implications and
challenges of integrating tangibles into legacy computer systems. One design challenge of distributed tangi-
ble interaction systems is that of building applications and environments that have more pluralistic models
of the human-computer interaction than state of the art interactive computer systems typically on top of
resources that managed by administrative policies that assume singular human-computer relationships. For
instance imagine applications of tangible interaction in which a functionality-rich software suite in engaged
not only via mouse, keyboard and screen but also through several physical embodiments of information and
capability embedded within that application. Integratability is also an important consideration in the context
of preexisting reality-based interaction technologies. Many of these (meta)systems are designed and built
with a particular set of requirements and have strengths where other tools do not. To the extent that experi-
ences can be built with different RBI systems that inter-operate across space and time, new tangibles can be
designed, built and evaluated more easily.
3.1.2.2 Configurability
A value of tangible interaction techniques is the desire to imbue digital systems with the qualities of physical
interaction. One such quality is the flexibility with which one can rearrange and reconfigure one’s physi-
cal environment, gravity notwithstanding. What is means with respect to tangible interaction is the ease at
which one can re-map the bindings between a physical element and any associated digital objects. Recon-
figurability is also concerned with how robust a tangible system is to changes such as the sudden absence or
introduction of elements. Reconfigurability also plays into how well a system can adapt to various contexts.
3.2 Architectural Views
Kruchten proposes a multiple view model of architecture, to address the needs of multiple stakeholders who
may differ in expertise, investment, and interests [Kru95]. Here I use this model to provide a broader view
of distributed heterogeneous tangible system architectures. Initially the views presented are intended to be
generalizable to a wide variety of tangible applications. Later in this document, I will more narrowly define
the architectural features for the domain of distributed visualization tangibles.
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FIGURE 3.1: Tangible System Logical Architecture: The logical architecture defines the structures
which support the functional requirements of a system. The logical architecture is organized into classes
which provide functionality and services for the domain of tangible interface development and deploy-
ment.
3.2.1 Logical View of a Tangible System Architecture
Below are key logical components of a distributed tangible system architecture as illustrated by Figure 3.1
Tangible User Interface These classes define controllers and interfaces to tangible representation within a
tangible interface.
Graphical User Interface These classes define controllers and view functional for elements of graphical
interface elements.
Domain Specific Functionality These classes provide interfaces to a target application’s domain model
Networking Components of this classes provide function for communication and coordination for interac-
tions between entities over network connections.
Interactive Resource Information Services As resources are added to a system the amount of distributed
state increases, which may lead to increasing complexity in discovering and utilizing those resources.
Interactive Resources Information Services provide mechanisms and interfaces to aggregate resources
that may be employed within a distributed tangible system.
Resource Mapping Components of this class provide functionality for binding the state of physical repre-
sentations to their digital proxies within a tangible system.
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Session Management The components provide functionality for managing concerns of user context in-
cluding which tangible and digital assets are currently accessible by a user. Such functionality be-
comes necessary when one considers the possibility of many resources being shared across overlap-
ping collections of users and work-flows.
FIGURE 3.2: Tangible System Architecture: Process View Here we see two process clusters, one for
the configuration and management of the resources witin a tangibles-based system and the other to
represent the process utilizing interactive system resources within a running application.
3.2.2 Process View: Tangible System Architecture
Figure 3.2 illustrates the process view of a tangible interface system architecture. At this time, the two major
processes considered for tangibles-based systems centering around the configuration of tangible systems and
operation of tangibles-based system. The configuration process consists of interactions between processes
for (1) tangible resource discovery and monitoring, (2) resource request processing and (3) a process for
viewing and acting upon aggregate tangible resource information. These processes are often not very well
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exposed in many local, centralized interactive systems, but when separated into their own modules it opens
up opportunities for increasing visibility and simplicity of a potentially distributed system.
The other processes relate to the typical operation of many interactive systems, tangibles included. Theses
processes can be further classified into a pair of data flows, one triggered by changes in the physical world
in the form of user input or environmental input and other triggered by changes in computational state that
result either in some intangible display or actuation of a physical system.
3.2.3 Development View
FIGURE 3.3: Tangible System Development Architecture: Illustrated above is a module layout view
of a development architecture for tangible interaction with distributed, heterogeneous resources. Each
layer provides a narrow, focused API to be used by the layers above it.
This architectural view specifies how software modules are organized within a software environment
[Kru95]. Layers are a typical unit of organization within the development architecture. In Fig 3.3, a tangible
interaction system architecture is illustrated using a module layout diagram with six layers. Each layer pro-
vides a narrow, well-defined interface to the layer above it. The layers that define modules for Distributed
Computing Services and APIs and Interactive Resource Adaptation have been the primary focus of this re-
search as they are needed to provide basic support for tangibles-based applications that employ distributed,
heterogeneous resources. By inserting the Distribute Interactive Resource Information Services layer, the
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resulting architecture can provide services and capabilities to help manage the complexity of configuring
and deploying distributed tangibles-based systems of significant scale. An influence for the development
architecture presented here is Ganek’s models the evolution toward autonomic or self adapting system ar-
chitectures. While autonomic tangibles-based systems are likely far-off goal, such systems will need to be
highly (re)configurable, which is an architectural property of interests for this research [GC03].
3.2.4 Physical View
FIGURE 3.4: Tangible System Physical Architecture: An illustration of a partion of tangibles-based sys-
tem modules across nodes. Within the architecture presented here, the connection between the tangible
interaction controller process and the tangible interaction resource adapter process is bi-directional
flow of event and request messages and may be reified as a local or remote connection.
In a view of the physical architecture, we can see properties pertaining to the non-functional system
requirements (e.g. availability, reliability, performance, etc) [Kru95]. In this view we can see a partition
of processes within an architecture across nodes within a network. In Fig 3.4, we see an illustration of
the processes for interactive resource adaptation and integration are partition across two nodes. Fig 3.5
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illustrates an example with several nodes and shows how messages are routed and filtered by an additional
connector component. These nodes communicate via message broadcasts.
FIGURE 3.5: Tangible System Physical Architecture: Above is an illustration of a physical architec-
ture for a system for tangible interaction in which we have multiple nodes for resource adaption and
proxying.
3.3 Architectural Elements
In this section I describe core elements of the proxied tangible interactor architectural style.
3.3.1 Data Elements
The main classes of data elements in the proxied tangible interactor architectural style are resources, events,
requests/commands and parameter settings. PTI architectural components communicate by exchanging
messages that are encapsulated within a number of number of representations. PTIA resource identifiers
combine traditional web architecture resource identifiers with identifiers from the tangible computing do-
main. See Table 3.1 for a summary of the PTI data elements.
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TABLE 3.1: PTI Architecture Data Elements
Elements Discipline Example
resource HCI RFID reader, tagged object,
data visualization services, interaction devices
event HCI TangibleSelectionEvent, ResourceAdded,
ResourceUpdated, ResourceRemoved
request software engineering GetState(), SetState()
representation web-based systems HTML document, images, video,
audio, any MIME type, JSON object, TUIO message
resource identifier web-based systems/HCI URL, URN, TUIKitTopic/ØMQ topic,
RFID Tag, NFC tag, visual marker
3.3.1.1 Resources
The PTI architecture is concerned with resources for facilitating physical interaction with digital content.
Many of the resources include physical interaction devices or computationally augmented physical objects
and environments. Typical devices include but are not limited to:
• radio frequency identification-based (RFID) devices
• physical controls elements (dials, switches, sliders)
• sensors
• actuators
• interaction devices (e.g. pointing devices, special controllers, composite human interface devices)
PTI architecture resources also include objects for the mediation of intangible representations, which
include the visual and audio system stacks. These resources usually exist as a multi-granular composition.
For instance, in many research systems the physical interaction elements might be exposed at the abstraction
level of sensors and actuators or interactors; whereas the graphical elements of such a system might be
exposed at the level of widgets or large-grained UI composites. The design challenge of providing powerful,
yet high-level abstractions for referencing and utilizing resources lie in striking the right balance between
information hiding and specificity.
3.3.1.2 Events
Interaction between PTI architectural components consists primarily of message passing of event represen-
tations. The most generic types of events notify that a resources has either been added to or removed from
the interactive system context, or its internal state has been updated. Many PTI architecture instances may
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define event types for common interactions (e.g. physical manipulation events such as rotation and switch
selection).
3.3.1.3 Representations
Unlike the REST architecture style [Fie00], the PTI connector architecture design is stateful. One reason for
this that PTI-based interactions are fine-grained and can be high in volume for some applications. Stateful
endpoints allow for simpler (e.g. smaller) representations to be exchanged between PTI components. The
tradeoff is that the connector architecture is more complex, especially the components in the server-like
role. Typical PTI-based interactions involve an application instance wanting to utilize some resource and
as such expresses interest in receiving notifications on that resource’s state. For some applications, multiple
parties may wish to engage a resource both synchronously and asynchronously. Compact representation and
communication pattern designs are intended to support interactions between varying numbers and types of
components. The form a representation takes in the PTI style often depends on the type of connector facili-
tating its communication (e.g. web-based connector will use web-based representations, whereas embedded
systems-based connectors will use more compact representations).
TABLE 3.2: PTI Architecture Connectors
Connector Discipline Example
publisher networking paramTray adapter
subscriber networking paramTray proxy
forwarder networking ØMQ forwarder
resolver web-based systems DNS, key-value-topic resolver
3.3.2 Connectors
Shaw and Clements offer this definition of a connector: A connector is an abstract mechanisms that mediates
communication, coordination, or cooperation among components [SC97]. Within the PTI architectural style
the primary types of connectors are publisher and subscriber. This is because many of the most common
interactions between PTI components broadcast and receipt of notifications, typically events. The publish-
subscribe communication model provides a good starting point for implementing a range of communication
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patterns (e.g. one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-many and one-to-any) [JF02]. Additionally, the concepts
of adaptation, proxying/delegation and aggregation 1 strongly motivate this design choice.
Because primary PTI component interactions are based on the publish-subscribe pattern, components can
be decoupled referentially, semantically, and if you have persistence of data, temporally. This decoupling
can be exploited to realize systems that are easily reconfigurable. Distributed tangible applications can be
(re)configured during runtime as opposed to be defined a priori at code time. This is integral to the design
goal of decoupling the high-level behavior and composition of a tangible from its final reification as a
collections of components interacting across multiple digital and physical communication channels.
In addition to publisher and subscriber connectors, the PTI style also includes the forwarder and resolver
connector types. A forwarder facilitates communication between publishers and subscribers. For instance,
the Zero Message Queue communication library provides a connection-based implementation of publisher
and subscriber endpoints. Using only these connectors, components are coupled referentially although it still
possible to attain semantic and temporal decoupling (respectively through topic-based publish-subscribe
and message queues). A forwarder provide persistent endpoints for subscription and publication of data
thus enabling referential/locational decoupling of components. A forwarder can also act as a gateway for
communication across multiple domains 2.
The resolver connector, inspired by the REST architectural style, resolves resource identifier into network
addresses and topics for inter-component connection. A preexisting and common example of a resolver used
in PTI architectures is DNS, as many resources utilize the legacy Internet and Web networking stacks. A
new type of resolver introduced within the PTI style is one that resolves a more human-readable topic into
the a topic of filter for a particular implementation of the publish-subscribe communication pattern 3. A PTI
architecture might also incorporate client-server connector, particular RESTful or Web-based connectors.
A publisher connector sends notifications to one or more subscribers that have subscribed to that pub-
lisher’s topic 4 . A publisher connector can also be used to make requests on resources; but because publish-
1[Adaptation is concerned with unifying interfaces of diverse resources with similar behavior or capability. Proxying and delegation address how local
computation is bound to some state of remote resources. And through aggregation, users are able to form logical compositions of tangible computing application
from disparate (physically and technologically) resources.]
2[When combined with channel agnostic connectors and local and remote communication can be bridged. Also the forwarder can be federated to realize
scalable, decentralized interaction between PTI components.]
3[For instance 0MQ’s pub-sub uses a simple string for message topics. This could more easily be used for defining hierarchies or one dimensional namespaces.
But for n-dimensional namespaces, a resolver is needed to flatten a multidimensional topic identifier and perhaps save the users from having to know a strict order
of identifier parameters.]
4Current implementations of PTI style used a connection-based, topic-based style of publish-subscribe. However, it reasonable for PTI architectures to be
implemented using other approaches to publish-subscribe.
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ers and subscribers are decoupled, additional components and logic are needed to facilitate the request-reply
interaction 5 . This publish-subscribe approach to request-reply is more complex than a client-server-based
approach for one-to-one communications, but may lead to simpler designs for request-reply semantics in-
volving one-to-any and one-to-many interactions.
The subscriber connector receives notifications and invokes methods on the proxy components that are
mapped to a particular resource. Analogous to the use of publisher connectors for request-reply-based inter-
actions, subscribers can be used correspondingly. The most basic programming task for PTI-based applica-
tions is the definition and attachment of notification handlers via a resource proxy interface. The interface
for the resource proxy component, which will be described in more detailed in the next section, consists of
notification handlers for events, requests, and replies.
3.3.3 Components
The basic premise of the PTI Architecture style is that applications are collections of abstract resources
proxies. A proxy may be bound to one or more concrete resources. This binding of a proxy to its concrete
resource is achieved through the connection of a proxy to an adaptor. Depending upon the publish-subscribe
connector implementation, a resource proxy and adaptor can interact over both local and physical channels,
meaning that a aggregate of PTI-based application could execute over local or distributed resources. The
uniformity of the resource proxy interface combined with its flexibility in the number, locality and class of
concrete resource adaptors to which it can be bound, means that a user can define a PTI application kernel,
consisting of one more resource proxies can be executing across a variable collection of concrete resources
that can vary in the number, locality and technical underpinnings.
The primary components within the PTI architectural style are resource adapters, resource proxies, and
resource catalogs.
3.3.3.1 Resource Adaptors
Resource adaptors intermediate for PTI resources. This components get its name from its role in adapting
an implementation specific interface for a particular resource into an abstract interface for resources with
similar structure and behavior. Adaptors are responsible for collecting data from or about a resource and
5A topic-based pubsub system can support request-reply interactions by using topics as identifiers. For instance, a component can use its publisher endpoint
to make a request, supplying a topic to which is subscribed to receive the corresponding reply.
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TABLE 3.3: PTI Architecture Components
Component Discipline Example
resource adapter design patterns paramTrayAdapter, vizAdapter
resource proxy design patterns/HCI paramTrayProxy, vizServiceProxy
resource information provider web/grid services any resource proxy or adapter
resource information services web/grid services TUIKit catalog
notifying interested parties of that resource’s state. Adaptors also receive requests on a resource’s behalf
and invoke the appropriate implementation-specific command or precedure.
3.3.3.2 Resource proxies
Resource proxies are responsible for receiving notifications on the resources to which it is mapped and
invoking the appropriate application-specific procedure to handle the data encapsulated within that notifica-
tion. Resource proxies also provide an uniform interface to one or more concrete resources, thus enabling a
user to utlize heterogeneous resources through a single interface.
3.3.3.3 Resource Catalogs
Resource catalogs provide an interface to access the status of a collection of PTI resources. As mentioned
earlier, many PTI interactions are event-based. While this makes it easy to configure a system with poten-
tially many moving parts, it becomes difficult for users/developers to have a broader picture of the entire
system. Some external component is needed to monitor the a running EBI-based system. A resource catalog
serves that role within the PTI architecture style.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter discussion has been given to software architectures that support TUI-based applications
in distributed, heterogeneous environments. It began by reexamining questions central to this dissertation
in terms of distributed, heterogeneous tangible systems approaches found in the tangible, embedded and
embodied interaction (TEI) literature as well as concepts of software engineering.
This chapter went on to explore these questions by first examining the functional and non-functional
requirements of systems that support distributed, heterogeneous tangibles. Some functional requirements
for such systems are as follows:
• to support the design, development, deployment and refinement of tangible interface elements;
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• to support tangible interaction hardware access;
• to support tangible input acquisition;
• to support tangible output dispatch;
• and to support association of digital state with physical state.
If functional requirements define the behavior of a system in terms of the what it does or the services it
provides, then non-functional requirements specify how a system must do it. Distributed, heterogeneous
tangible systems requirements are as follows:
Performance For fine-grained interaction, the ability to support event-based operations at a rate greater
than 10 operations per second.
Scalability For fine-grained interaction, the ability to support 10 operations/second as the number of system
nodes increases.
Extensibility To support the ability to integrate novel resources (e.g. interaction devices, application domain-
specific components and services, etc.) and resource classes.
Configurability To support the ability map and remap the bindings between abstract specifications of a
tangibles-based system and the runtime resources that are used to execute that specification.
To address the several stakeholder classes of a TUI-based system lifecycle, this chapters provides spec-
ifications of the PTI architecture that are based on the 4+1 View Model of Architecture. This chapter then
goes on to describe the PTI architecture in terms of the its basic elements which include data elements,
components and connectors. The primary interaction within the PTI architecture are between adapter com-
ponents which broadcast events on resources to a number proxies over publish-subscribe channels. The
publish-subscribe communication model decouples (spatially and synchronously) resources within a TUI
from the application level-components that may utilize those resources. The semantics of the adapter-proxy
communication is defined by generic APIs act as wrappers for number of diverse implementations that ex-
hibit similar behavior or functionality. This architectural design is informed by the disciplines of TUI-based
systems and frameworks, software engineering, and distributed and web-based computing.
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Chapter 4
TUIKit: A Software Development Toolkit for Tangible
Interaction with Distributed, Heterogeneous Resources
In the previous chapter the PTI architectural style is introduced. TUIKit, as described in this chapter, imple-
ments a subset of the architectural features of the PTI style. TUIKit was designed to support the development
of tangible interaction-based applications which may be composed of distributed, heterogeneous resources
by enabling, its end-users, tangible interface developers, to abstract details such as the number, location
and implementation type for resources that may be used within a tangible interaction-based system. In the
remainder of this chapter discussion is given on the architecture and implementation of TUIKit.
4.1 The TUIKit architecture
Motivated by experiences in building tangibles to support visualization as well as supporting novice in-
terface developers in prototyping tangible interfaces, we began work on what would become TUIKit. A
motivating question was, ”How could one code or specify an object’s logic within an interactive system
despite many different implementations?” Would be possible for an object to advertise its behavior as an
interface and be pluggable within a ecosystem of other tangible interaction system resources? And what
about the pragmatics of communication between the various components of which an tangible interaction-
based system might comprise. These questions from a systems perspective, related to the and heterogeneity
and distribution across data networks of resources within an tangibles-based system. The design intent of
TUIKit is to provide abstractions and tools to enable its users to exploit heterogeneity and distribution to
realize scalable tangibles-based applications.
The software architecture of TUIKit, as it exists now, is message-based. The fundamental assumption of
applications built with TUIKit is that they are loosely coupled logically distributed by default, even if all
software components in a TUIKit-based application are deployed locally. This is made possible through
the use of a messaging application programming interface (API) and protocol that abstracts the physical
channels over which messages are transported. Furthermore this abstractions allows TUIKit components to
be deployed and redeployed across system boundaries with minimal changes to their core logic.
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FIGURE 4.1: Module Layout Diagram of the TUIKit Architecture
The TUIKit architecture consists of three layers: a tangible computing resource layer; a tangible com-
puting proxy layer for application-level integration; and a messaging layer to support communication and
coordination of components among and between resource and proxy layers. In next three subsections, each
layer will be discussed in more detail.
4.1.1 Resource Layer
The primary function of the resource layer manage communication with resources that may be utilized
within a tangibles-based application. Within a tangibles-based application, functionality for input acquisi-
tion and output display is also provided.
The primary type of component within the resource layer is the resource adapter. As mentioned in
§3.3.3.1, resource adaptor intermediate for tangible computing resources within PTI architectures. A re-
source adaptor monitors the state of a tangible either directly(e.g. it might serve as the hardware driver
for an interaction device) or indirectly (i.e. monitor the state of a resources via communication with some
intermediary for a resource).
There are primary two types of resource adaptors, input and output adaptors. An input adaptor trans-
forms state changes on an input resource (e.g. sensors, tangible devices, etc.) into messages corresponding
to events that constitute behavior for a class of tangibles and broadcast those messages on the Interac-
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tion Message Bus, the TUIKit connector. An output adaptor listens for request messages corresponding to
methods within the interface for a particular class of tangible computing resources, invokes the appropriate
implementation specific method or procedure for that resource, and transforms that request’s response into
the appropriate format for transmission to the original requester or broadcast to interest parties. Because
of the publish-subscribe architecture of the connector interface and the design intent of facilitating system
composition without requiring identity, a resource adaptor is not responsible for ensuring that a requestor
receives a response to their request. This is will be handled by the connector interface. 1
4.1.2 Resource Proxy Layer
At this layer within the TUIKit architecture, we find components for application-level integration. To sup-
port migratability of resources within a distributed tangibles-based system, the user does not directly access
the resource through its interface but rather through a proxy. The use of the resource proxies enable us to
hide from the user the location of and specifics about the implementation of that resource provider. Currently
the main component types are the ProxyController and InteractorProxy.
Resource proxies are components which act on behalf of concrete resources and are integrated at ap-
plication code-level2. These proxies can be bound (and rebound) to concrete resources at runtime. So for
instance, one might want to integrate RFID-based object recognition, but through use of a generic tag reader
proxy could integrate computer vision-based object recognition. It is also possible to bind multiple concrete
resources to the same proxy, which could be exploited for basic support of multimodal interaction.
4.1.3 Messaging Layer
The TUIKit Data Bus provides API, services and protocols for communication between TUIKit compo-
nents. As mentioned earlier, TUIKit is primarily a message-based architecture3. We currently use the Zero
Message Queue (0MQ) message library4, which provides socket-like interfaces for communication over
multiple physical channels (e.g. TCP connections and multicast for network-based communication, filesys-
tem for inter-process communication and shared memory for intra-process communication). More specifi-
1The simplest way to implement request-reply interactions with publish-subscribe-based connectors, would be include a requestor field in the request message,
likely a requestor-specific topic, and have the adaptor simply publish, a response on the topic specified by the requestor.
2TUKit applications are currently built as applications built with the TUIKit class library, but in the future TUIKit applications could be realized through
composition of services and use alternative development and runtime environments such as visual dataflow workbenches.
3In the future, we would also like to support other communication mechanisms such as streams.
4http://zeromq.org
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cally TUIKit components communicate over several publish-subscribe channels, thus enabling the physical
topology of a system to be defined at runtime.
TUIKit provides a message interface for the definition, encoding and decoding of interaction events and
resource request messages that exchanged are between TUIKit resource adapters and proxies. Currently
messages are encoded in the javascript object notation (JSON) format, which was chosen for its cross lan-
guage support and human readability as well for the possible of integration within web-based environments.
In the future we plan to add support for encoding/decoding TUIKit messages as TUIO5 messages. For users
of the application-level library, this detail is hidden.
4.2 Implementation
TUIKit consists of device drivers and plug-ins, a device manager, an interaction message bus and class
library with bindings for python, Java and C#. TUIKit currently supports several mechanical-electronic
(mechatronic) interaction devices including dials basedupon several types of sensors and an RFID reader,
which were all developed using the Blades and Tiles modular interaction hardware toolkit [SUR+09]. This
toolkit also supports commercially available physical interaction devices including the Griffin Powermate
media control knob, and RFID modules by ID Innovations and Olimex. For the Surface Oil Spill application,
we wrote an adapter to transform OSC messages generated by the touchOSC iphone/iPad application. We
are currently preparing TUIKit for release as an open source library.
The code snippet in Fig 4.1 shows how one might integrate a rotary input to control the zoom camera
function within a visualization application. Early versions of the TUIKit class library were used in two
semesters of an introductory interface design and technology course. This library was used for integrating
physical controls and tangibles with existing graphical user interfaces, and so there was a desire to integrate
into programming environments familiar to the students. At the time of this writing, TUIKit has been used to
integrate tangible input into applications built with Java SWT, Java Swing, Processing/Java, OpenGL/C++,
and C# /Windows Presentation Frameworks (WPF).
TUIKit builds upon the innovations of many prior and parallel efforts for building applications that em-
ploy post-WIMP interaction techniques. Ultimately, we wish to realize system architectures capable of scal-




2 #Zoom camera when dial is turned
3 def zoomOnDialEvent(self, event):
4 delta = event.value - self.last_val
5 self.zoom(delta)
6 def main():
7 ixerCtrl = interactorController()
8 dial1 = ixerCtrl.getInteractor(’rotary1’)





Listing 4.1: Code Snippet Illustrative of How to Integrate Physical Dials to Control Visualization Soft-
ware
how scalable TUIKit is. Our goal is to achieve responsiveness of at least 10 events per second per device
( 100ms) and low jitter for interaction over high latency network connections. We think this is possible
because the interaction message bus is based on communication infrastructure designed to handle 1000s of
message per second [zer10]. The challenge will be providing developers with abstractions that allow them
to more easily design and manage such large systems.
4.2.1 A Note on Communication Mechanisms for Distributed Interactive Systems
In choosing communication infrastructure on which base our interactive systems, we wanted to strike the
right balance between high performance and ease in constructing and managing a running system. We have
come to evaluate communication protocols and infrastructure in terms of their performance, support for
high-level communication patterns/models, pragmatics of deployment and integration.
The BSD Unix sockets API provides the most widely available, basic functionality for network program-
ming. Because it is a relatively low-level interface, you can achieve high performance communication but
at a high cost in complexity. Alternately, even reasonably simple networked applications can have poor
performance with poor socket-based programming.
At the other end of the spectrum we have higher-level communication mechanisms such as shared data
spaces-based architectures (e.g. EventHeap and EQUIP2). Johanson and Fox enumerate the various com-
munication patterns needed to build ubiquitous computing systems (i.e. one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-
many and one-to-any). They go on to compare various types of communication and coordination infrastruc-
ture technologies. These are client-server, tuple spaces, remote procedure call, message oriented middleware






















































































































































































































































and so chose it as the basis of EventHeap, the infrastructure underlying the Interactive Room Operating
System (iROS) and later iStuff. We decided not to adopt the EventHeap technology, but very much look to
the ideas inherent in its design.
Another dimension of the communication infrastructure is concerned with the semantics of data exchange
between system components. With tuplespace-based infrastructure the meaning of messages are defined by
their type. With RPC systems, communication is defined in terms of method calls and returns values, which
are ultimately defined in terms of the client language type system. This type of infrastructure maps well to
operations involving resource requests. Other transport protocols define no such semantics thus leaving the
freedom to define those semantics. OSC is a presentation layer protocol on top of which several protocols
have been defined for various types of spatial tangible interfaces (e.g. TUIO and LusidOSC). In terms
of number of implementations for various interaction devices, languages and software platforms, TUIO
is perhaps one of the most widely adopted. For this reason we seriously considered adopting it for the
initial versions of our toolkit; but because most OSC implementations and thus TUIO are tied to client-
server communication-based protocols, we decided to delay adoption of TUIO until its semantics could
be implemented on top of transport protocols that support higher-level communication patterns such as
publish-subscribe or multicast.
The pragmatics of integrating communication infrastructure with interactive software components also
factored into selection of protocols and infrastructure. Using operating system-native sockets API would
incur the least overhead in terms of external dependencies because it is supported natively by most modern
operating systems and programming languages. On the other hand, implementations would likely be very
complex for systems with large or varying numbers of components. Sophisticated distributed application
development frameworks such as ZeroC ICE and many message-oriented middleware incur dependencies
on large code libraries and/or infrastructure such as message brokers. Additionally, these frameworks can
also lessen flexibility in the structure of software that can be built with them. 6
Another pragmatic concern is the coupling between system components. With point-to-point commu-
nication mechanisms, a component has to refer to every endpoint to which it intends to communicate.
This makes implementing one-to-many communication patterns difficult. This tight coupling also intro-
6For instance, the python implementation of ZeroC requires ICE infrastructure must be initialized in the main function of your program. Also the method to
call listen for remote method invocations is a blocking call, which interferes with the events loops of most interaction application frameworks.
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FIGURE 4.2: Evolution toward Adaptive Systems for Tangible Interaction with Distributed, Heteroge-
neous Reources
duces strict ordering in component life cycles and possible system-wide fail states when single components
go offline. Mechanisms that provide publish-subscribe communication patterns decoupling senders from
receivers. And so depending on implementation, the topology of a distributed interactive system can be
changed by vary how modules publish and subscribe data. Systems like iStuff’s Patch Panel further decou-
ple interactive system components by enabling their event driven behavior to be defined in terms of behavior
belonging only to that component [BSF04]. This enables spontaneous integration [KF02].
4.3 Related Work
This work builds upon the efforts of several in the tangible interface toolkits and frameworks community.
In this section we will overview this work using the framework that is based on an evolution of interactive
systems from simple, homogeneous types to those that can adaptively incorporate distributed, heterogeneous
resources.
We look to IBMs autonomic deployment model, which describes the incremental addition of architectural
layers and features for the evolution toward self-managing systems [GC03]. In our model the first stage rep-
resents basic interactive systems. In Figure 4.2 we see that major class of components in such systems are
interaction devices, functional core or objects that provide domain-specific functionality, and user interface
components. With respect to tangible user interfaces, there were several frameworks which provided ab-
stractions and protocols that make it easier to build systems of this type [GF01, VG07, HYA+08, SUR+09].
These toolkits often focus on providing interfaces to post-WIMP interaction devices to support physical
user interface prototyping and implementation.
By adding abstractions that support access to interaction devices in implementation agnostic manner,
applications can more readily integrate diverse post-WIMP interactive resources. These abstractions and
protocols enable interface developers to realize an interface with multiple interface component technologies
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which are related by key characteristic (e.g. both computer vision-based and radio frequency identifica-
tion (RFID)-based sensors detect the presence of an object within a tangible interface). Several physical
interaction frameworks provide such abstractions [KL09, BRSB03, KBBC05, KTK+05].
In the next phase, we see the addition of abstractions and protocols for communication between and co-
ordination of components that comprise a tangible interface. Key features/aspects of this abstraction layer
include transport protocols, data interchange formats/protocols, information services and application pro-
gramming interfaces. Interactive system architectures which provide abstractions of this type make it pos-
sible to realize interfaces that are composed of components across multiple address spaces. Such systems
support contexts such as teleoperation and remote distributed collaboration. In the research areas of tangi-
ble interaction and related ubiquitous computing we find several frameworks that provide such abstractions
and are generally targeted at allowing interface developers to focus less on network programming and more
realizing their interfaces [BRSB03, Hol09, JF04, KBBC05, MG07].
As tangible interaction systems grow in complexity (in terms of the number, type and locality of interface
components), an information abstraction layer provides interfaces for accessing the aggregate state of re-
sources that may be comprise a distributed, heterogeneous interface. The information collated at this layer
can also supports the automated configuration of interactive systems. With some-event driven tangible appli-
cation frameworks interaction device resources are exposed through the events these resources either trigger
or react to [BRSB03, KBBC05, KTK+05]. With this approach, UI composition and coordination is defined
declaratively through the definition of interests in certain event types. Other frameworks do provide abstrac-
tions for explicitly querying and allocating distributed interface component [DLG+08, KTK+05, MG07]
4.4 Strengths and Weaknesses
The proxy tangible interactor (PTI) architecture was devised to allow more comprehensive examination of
distributed, heterogeneous systems for tangible interaction that may not exist in full for years to come. It was
also derived as a way to guide the development and evaluation of TUIKit or subsequent implementations
of an PTI architecture. In light of this, here I use the description of PTI-based architectures to discuss the
strengths and limitations of TUIKit.
In Table 4.2, we see what elements of the PTI architecture are supported by current TUIKit implemen-
tations. From these unsupported elements, we can see what interactions are supported by applications built
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information provider X x
resource catalog X x
configuration interface x x
with TUIKit. For instance, the TUIKit-based systems do support request-reply semantics, which can be seen
in the lack of an implementation of message types for requests and replies. Another limitation is inherent
in the decoupled nature of TUIKit component interaction, which is influenced by the use of a publish-
subscribe-based connector and event-based invocation (EBI) style for peer-to-peer communication amongst
TUIKit-based components. Both these styles result is systems that are highly composable and evolvable, yet
such such have low visibility and are difficult to debug as a non-running system [Fie05]. In consideration of
these limitations, in the PTI architecture higher-level components and services are specified for managing
the entire system. At this level, it becomes possible to examine the effects of a local change upon a larger
(sub)system.
TUIKit-based software has a high degree of evolvability. Ciraci and van den Broek define evolution from a
systems architecture perspective as “changes in a system’s environment(domain), requirements(experience)
and implementation technologies(process)” Accordingly, evolvability is the degree to which a system can
survive changes to its environment, requirements and implementation technologies [CvdB06]. At the time
of writing this document, TUIKit has only limited external use, and so evolvability in terms of changes to
evironment and requirements will have to explored later; however, it is possible to consider how evolvable
TUIKit-based systems are with respect to implementation technologies. An original design intent of TUIKit
was to support the development of tangible user interfaces through the use of the multiple implementation
technologies. To the extent a resource for tangible interaction exhibits behavior similar to the interface of
an existing adapter, an existing TUIKit application can be mapped onto that resource. And because TUIKit
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is a message-based, data centric architecture, it is straightforward to implement TUIKit in for programming
languages, operating systems and application frameworks.
TUIKit is designed to be extensible. For instance, new classes of resources can be supported by TUIKit-
based applications by implementing an abstract adapter and proxy for that resource class. Support for inte-
gration of specific instances of a resource (e.g. a tangible input device, visualization software service, etc.)
can be added to implementing an adapter instance for that resource.
4.5 Summary
TUIKit supports development of applications based on the PTI architecture and consists of a resource layer
and resource proxy layer which are connected via a lightweight messaging layer. TUIKit has implemen-
tations in several client languages and was used to support project development within an introductory
interface design and development course. And while TUIKit is inspired and influenced by prior and parallel
research efforts towards toolkits and frameworks for tangible interaction-based systems, it is distinguished
from them through its architecture which supports interactive systems for fine-grained interaction using a
range of resources.
The core design idea behind TUIKit is to facilitate flexible communication between the software that de-
fines the structure and behavior of a tangibles-based application and the resources that support that applica-
tion. This is achieved by using a communication layer that abstracts physical communication channels from
the logic of the communication components, as well as providing high-level communication patterns such
as publish-subscribe, which makes the topology of the distributed tangibles-based system configurable. In
order words, TUIKit application components can employ remote resources just as easily as local resources.
Through use of resource adapters and abstract interfaces for resource classifications with similar behavior
or functionality, TUIKit-based applications can integrate diverse resources. And through flexible binding of
application-level components (proxies) to resources via one or more adapters, a TUIKit-based application




An architecture to support TUI-base applications in computing environments with distributed, heteroge-
neous resources was presented in Chapter 3. This architecture was further explored in Chapter 4 through
TUIKit, a toolkit for developing TUI-based applications with distributed heterogeneous computing re-
sources that embodies a subset of the design principles defined by the PTI architecture. In this chapter,
discussion is given to architectural and technical properties of the research presented in this dissertation. As
mentioned earlier, a design goal for this architecture was to provide abstractions that allowed a high-level
specification of a TUI-based application to be mapped to configurations that may vary in the number, type
and locality of components of which a tangibles-based system is composed.
In the next section (§5.1), PTI is described in terms of the architectural style it comprises. The lens of
software architectural styles is used as a basis for the evaluation of PTI. It is difficult to analyze architectures
because they are often presented as a whole, which often obscures the design constraints and rationale of
a particular architecture. Architecture styles also provide a tool for the objective comparison and evalua-
tion of software architecture [Fie00]. After describing basic architectures relevant to software architectures
for distributed, heterogeneous tangible interaction, the derivation of PTI’s architectural style is given. We
then use a classification of architectural styles to contrast and compare PTI against other architecture for
distributed, heterogeneous tangible interaction.
5.1 Architectural Styles for Distributed Interactive Systems
Shaw and Clements define an architectural style as a set of design rules that identify the kinds of compo-
nents and connectors that may be used to compose a system or subsystem, together with the local or global
constraints on the way composition is done [SC97]. The goal of this section is to examine the architectural
properties of the PTI architecture at the center of this dissertation’s thesis. Architectural styles define a stan-
dard language for describing architectural compositions. Styles also enable us to decompose an architecture
in substructures and consider the architectural properties, constraints and design rationale for each of those
structures. The systematic decomposition of software architectures also supports comparison and contrast-
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ing of diverse architectures by providing common ground and objective measures for evaluation of various
architectures. For instance, the TUIO/ReacTIVision system incorporates a client-server hierarchical style
[KB07a]; given that client-server architectures promote scalability, simplicity, and evolvability [Sin92], it
reasonable to posit that TUIO-based systems are scalable, simple and evolvable to the extent that other
architectural design elements don’t reduce these properties.
In the following subsection, a brief survey of architectural styles relevant to interactive systems with
distributed, heterogeneous resources is given. Following this survey, this chapter details the derivation of
the PTI architecture in terms of the styles it comprises. Based on classifications of software architectural
styles by Shaw and Clements as well as Fielding, the PTI architecture is compared and contrasted with other
architectures for interactive systems supported by distributed, heterogeneous resources.
5.1.1 Data-flow Styles
5.1.1.1 Pipe & Filter and Uniform Pipe & Filter
In the pipe and filter(PF) style, components, called filters, operate on input data and produce output data to
be passed onto potentially some other component. This data is passed between filters via connectors called
pipes. Common applications of the pipe and filter style include signal processing and distributed systems.
The pipe and filter (PF) style has several advantages. One advantage of PF styles is simplicity. In the pipe
and filter style, filter components are independent of other filters. This independence of filters promotes
extensibility. Also, filters do not know the identity of upstream nor downstream components. The PF style
also promotes reuse, as new systems can be composed by combining different types of filters. On the other
hand, one disadvantage of PF-based architectures is a tendency toward the batch processing, which is often
not a good fit for interactive systems that require incremental updates [GS94].
Many implementations of the TUIO protocol used the pipe and filter style [tui11], in which pattern recog-
nition components, typically regular expression scanners, filter TUIO input streams and invoke message
handlers that have been assigned to a particular pattern. Another application of the PF style in distributed,
heterogeneous interactive systems is iStuff [BRSB03]. The iStuff system provices a component, called
PatchPanel, that enables one to patch together devices by defining filters that transform events from one




In the client-server(CS) architectural style, the components exist within a hierarchy in which client com-
ponents make requests of server components. This is perhaps the simplest architectural style to implement
among network-based RBI systems, although several distributed RBI architectures adopt a shared data ar-
chitectural style over the client-server architecture style [BRSB03, GIM+04, JF02, KTK+05, MG07]. One
explanation for this is that many interactive systems, especially those designed with the intent of mediat-
ing interaction among many objects, are event-based and not a high impedance match for the request-reply
interactions within of a client-server architecture.
5.1.2.2 Layered System and Layered Client-Server
A layered system is a style in which components are organized into a hierarchy of layers in which compo-
nents provide services to components in the layer above it and utilize services provided by the layer below it.
One of the most widely known layered system architectures is the OSI System Model for Networking Appli-
cations [Zim80]. One purpose of this style of is to promote evolvability of the larger system and reusability
of the existing code. Evolvability is improved by use of this style because components of each layer are
simple because they need only access low-level services via interfaces from the layer immediately below
it. This constraint decreases coupling among modules from non-adjacent layers. Reusability is promoted
by the layered system architectural style because upper layer modules can take advantage of lower-level
capability (especially in the non-adjacent layers) without having to explicitly access those lower-level APIs.
Shared Phidgets and several TUIO-based application frameworks are examples of architectures based
on the layered system style [MG07, KBBC05, tui11]. Shared Phidgets employs the layered system style
to provide mechanisms that simplify distributed user interface development by progressively hiding details
of network programming. Common among several TUIO-based application frameworks is the layering of
services, APIs and protocols from a particular application development framework atop components that
transforms TUIO-based input into native input formats [tui11].
Although the layered system style is considered to be a “pure style,” as noted by Fielding [Fie00], for
network-based applications this style is often paired with the client-server style to create a layered client-
server style. Spatial tangible interaction systems that are based on the TUIO protocol have essentially lay-
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ered client-server style architectures. Shared phidgets represents an architecture in which layered style is
combined not with a client-server hierarchical style but peer-to-peer style as exemplified by the Shared
Dictionary subsystem [MG07, Mar08].
5.1.3 Peer-to-Peer Styles
5.1.3.1 Event-based Integration
The event-based integration(EBI) style enables components to interact without requiring identity. This style
is also known as the implicit invocation style. Typical interactions involve some components broadcasting
events on a shared event bus, while other components express an interest is some events and provide methods
or procedures to invoked to handle such events. The design intent behind this style is to reduce coupling. The
Model-View-Controller architectural pattern, and thus many subsequent interactive systems with similar
structures, incorporate the EBI style.
The EBI style has strengths in 1. support for extensibility through the ease of adding new components;
2. reuse through the tendency toward general event interfaces and integration mechanism; 3. and evolution
by enabling components to be replaced without requiring changes to the interfaces of other components.
EBI style architectures may have issues with scalability and reliability because of the reliance on a single
event bus. These weaknesses can be address through the use of layering and filtering but at the cost of
simplicity.
5.1.3.2 C2
The C2 architectural style was purposed for supporting large-grain system reuse and composition in GUI-
based software that goes beyond the creation and use of GUI toolkits [TMA+96]. This style is derived
from a combination of the EBI and client-server style. The C2 style is characterized by components which
reside in layers and are constrained to only see components above it within the system hierarchy. Compo-
nents interact by asynchronously passing messages of two types: notifications and requests. Notifications
travel down within the system, thus enabling, lower-level components to be unaware of the higher-level
components; and requests are sent up to higher layers. Taylor et al. provide an example in which a appli-
cation provides an audio-visual interface for stack manipulation [TMA+96]. In this example architecture
for a GUI-based the applications, the bottom layer would consist of interaction devices, while the top layer
would contain application code. Furthermore, when a user manipulates an input device and generates a user
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event, a message is sent up from the device layer requesting some component from a layer above to invoke
some computation. When a user’s action results in the modification of an application’s model, a notification
of that change is sent down to be handled by some lower-level components (e.g. display manager).
The C2 addresses the scalability issues of EBI style architectures by organizing components into layers
and the adding message filtering, which also improves evolvability and reusability. Heavyweight connectors
that provide monitoring can improve an architecture’s visibility and reliability. C2 is intriguing as a style
in that it essentially defines a meta-architecture for describing or specifying other architectures. Another
property of the C2 style is the separation of the conceptual architecture from the implementation architecture
[TMA+96]. For instance, while a constraint of the C2 style is that each component exists within its own
thread of control, the final system architecture may require modules to be grouped within the same process
for the sake of performance or some other design goal.
5.1.4 Connector Styles
Connectors are architectural elements that support communication and coordination between components
within an architecture. Connectors act as mediators between components. In the software architecture styles
literature, connectors are not typically treated as individual styles, but the choice of connector architecture
can greatly influence the architectural properties of a systems. For instance, constraints imposed by a con-
nector’s control structure affect the manner in which a particular connector style can be integrated into an
existing architecture. This is especially the case with large scale distributed systems for tangible interaction
that will likely incorporate several types of connectors to create higher order mechanisms for communica-
tion and coordination of components within a system. For these reasons, this dissertation examines several
connector styles that have been utilize by TUI-based systems in the literature.
5.1.4.1 Client-Server
Client-server (CS) connectors facilitate interaction between components is based on request-reply seman-
tics. Through a client port, a component request a service that is provided by some server component. The
client-server implementation defines the media and protocol over which request-reply semantics are real-
ized. Client-server connectors typically are implemented via point-to-point connections (e.g. TCP, Unix
pipes, etc.).
Some strengths of the CS connector style are portability, performance, evolvability and reusability.
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Portability Client-server connectors are supported across many operating system platforms (e.g. TCP/UDP
sockets, serial port communication, Unix pipes, XMLRPC, HTTP)
Performance Client-server connectors typically have the highest network performance in terms of latency
and throughput because of their low-level nature.
Evolvability Because of the separation of concerns between client and server components, the design and
implementation of either type of component can be iterated independently of the other provided that
the interface between the client and server components within an architecture is kept consistent.
Reusability Client-server connectors contribute to the reusability of architectural elements provided clients
and server implement the same interface.
Some weaknesses of CS connector styles are in configurability, scalability and robustness.
Configurability Architectures based on the client-server style are difficult to reconfigure because of the
tight-coupling (in terms of space, time and synchronization) of client-server components.
Scalability As the number of nodes within a system increases, the requirement of identity of client-to-
server connection or the requirement of explicit topology makes it difficult to scale up a distributed
interactive system.
Robustness Also because of the explicit definition of topology, system failure can occur when a compo-
nents goes offline. The likelihood of this failure mode increases as nodes are added to the system.
5.1.4.2 Remote Procedural Call
Remote procedural call (RPC) and its object oriented equivalent, remote method invocation (RMI), support
communication and coordination between two or more processes by presenting an interface to execute
procedures or methods on remote process that resembles the interface of locally execute procedures. Birrell
et al. list the major structures of an RPC system as the client, client-stub, RPC runtime, server stub and server
[BN84]. The RPC style is derived by combining client-server pairs (one for each stub-runtime pair) via a
local procedure call connector with a client-server hierarchy that connects the client and server connectors
within a two or more instances of the RPC runtime. An early design goal of RPC systems was to provide
communication mechanisms that were as easy to use as local procedure calls to encourage the development
and experimentation of distributed applications [BN84].
Some strengths of RPC-based systems are simplicity, reusability, evolvability and portability.
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Simplicity RPC systems appear simple to its users because of its resemblance to local procedure calls.
Reusability RPC-based architectures inherit the reusability of the client-server style components provided
their interfaces remain stable.
Evolvability RPC styles promote evolvability to the extent that the design and refinement of client and
server components can be iterated independently provided their shared interfaces remain stable.
Portability The portability of RPC systems depend on the availability of cross-platform (in terms of pro-
gramming languages, operating systems, etc.) ports of the underlying RPC runtime system. XML-
RPC and JSONRPC are examples of widely available RPC bindings that make it possible to port
RPC-based applications.
Some weakness of the RPC-style connectors are evolvability, configurability reliability.
Evolvability The RPC-style limits evolvability of a system in that the interface between client and server
components is defined statically, especially for RPC implementations that provided extensive facilities
for interoperability across programming languages via an interface definition language (IDL) (e.g. the
Internet Communication Engine (ICE) [zer09]).
Configurability Many weaknesses of the RPC style stem from the coupling (temporal, referential and
synchronization) of client and server components. This coupling makes it difficult to reconfiguration
RPC-based distributed applications for large number of nodes or varying collections of nodes.
Reliability Given the design intent to present the facade of locate operation, when a remote procedure call
is made, the calling process transfers control until a response can be given. This limits reliability, for
instance, if the remote process hangs so does the calling process in the absence of a timeout. 1
5.1.4.3 Tuplespaces
A tuple space is an abstract computational environment, or shared data space, within which processes add
and/or remove data elements called tuples [Gel85]. Each tuple is a list of typed, named values. The basic
interface of the tuple space style consists of three operations: 1. out, an insertion into the tuple space; 2. in,
a tuple is copied into the calling process and removed from the tuple space; 3. and read, a tuple is copied
but not removed from the tuple space. Gelernter describes tuples spaces as a generative model of distributed
computation in that each tuple resulting from an out operation is a separate entity independent of the process
1Birrell et al. view timeouts as incongruous with the concept of RPC because local, synchronous procedure calls typically do not have timeouts [BN84]
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that generated it. This first class-ness of data elements also enables component interaction within a tuple
space-based architecture to be decoupled both in space and time [Gel85].
Within the distributed interactive space, the iROS and iStuff systems incorporate a tuple-space style to
facilitate communication and coordination between nodes within the system [JFW02, BRSB03].
Some strengths of the tuplespaces as a connector are as follows:
Simplicity Tuplespace-based architectures promote simplicity in that the tuplespace abstracts the network
channels over which processes may pass tuples.
Network Performance When tuplespace implementations are highly optimized and tuplespace users are
shielded from the lower abstraction level details and not able to construct poorly tuned distributed
applications, the tuplespace style promotes networks performance.
Scalability Tuplespace-based systems are easy to scale to large number of nodes because of the loose
coupling (temporally, referentially and spatially) of interacting components.
Composability Tuplespace-based architecture promote composability because of the simple interfaces
over which process coordinate and loose coupling.
Some weaknesses of the tuple space style for connectors:
Network Performance Network performance for tuplespace-based systems can difficult to determine be-
cause many tuplespace implementations utilize multiple communication mechanisms with different
performance characteristics.
Scalability Tuplespace-based architectures can be constrained in their ability to scale when implementa-
tions depend on a single tuplespace instance. This limit to scalability can be addressed through the
use of multiple tuplespace instances at the cost of simplicity.
Portability While the tuplespace model is language independent, in practice infrastructure for tuplespace-
based computing programming language specific and so applications that are implemented in multiple
programming languages cannot interoperate across tuplespace implementations.
5.1.4.4 Publish-Subscribe
The publish-subscribe style of connector enables entities to exchange data in a decoupled manner. Within
this style we have two classes of components, publishers and subscribers, that communicate over a shared
data bus, often called the event manager [EFGK03]. Consumers express an interest in an event or type of
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event; Producers publish events and subscribers are notified of any events which match any their subscrip-
tions registered by the system. According to Eugster, several properties of publish-subscribe-based systems
result from its ability to decouple producers and consumers of information temporally, spatially and syn-
chronously [EFGK03]. The publish-subscribe style is closely related to the event-based integration style.
Some strengths of publish-subscribe:
Evolvability Publish-subscribe-based architectures are evolvable because of the loose coupling of compo-
nents. Components can be iterated independently.
Efficiency Publish-subscribe system promote efficiency for applications such as data monitoring because
polling mechanisms are not needed to keep the system updated.
Extensibility It is easy to extend a system by adding new components to pub-sub systems to listen to
events.
Configurability The structure and behavior of pub-sub-based system is highly configurable. For instance,
spatial decoupling as enabled by publish-subscribe middleware enable one to define the behavior of
producers and consumers and then compose new system topologies based on the topics specified
within the collection of publishers and subscribers.
Scalability Publish-subscribe style architectures can scale easily in the number of components within the
system because the interfaces for component interaction do not require identity. Also the publish-
subscribe communication model matches very well with to interactions based on one-to-many or
many-to-many topologies.
Some weaknesses of publish-subscribe:
Scalability Architecture based on the publish-subscribe style have limited scalability because in the sim-
plest implementations, the event bus becomes a bottleneck for broadcasting to all subscribing compo-
nents within the system. These challenges in scalability can be addressed through the use of filtering
and federation of the event broadcast infrastructure, but at the cost of simplicity.
Simplicity Pub-sub style architectures are weak in the property of simplicity
Visibility Pub-sub is essentially the event-based invocation style applied to communication, and as such,
uses an implicit invocation control structure scheme. Such systems are difficult to debug. One reason
for this is the loose coupling of the publishers and subscribers; event producers broadcast events
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without knowledge of consumers’ identity. Also consumer components must specify event handlers
under the assumption of non-deterministic ordering of operations.
5.2 Evaluation of the PTI Architecture
FIGURE 5.1: PTI derivation by style constraints
Now that we have surveyed various architectural styles that may be employed within a distributed, het-
erogeneous TUI-based system, we can evaluate the PTI architecture in terms of the architectural properties
induced by its constraints. Before discussion is given to this evaluation, we will discuss the derivation of the
PTI architecture from more basic styles.
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5.2.1 Deriving the Proxy Tangible Interactor Style
In Figure 5.1, the derivation of the PTI architecture is illustrated in terms of desired architectural properties
induced by the constraints of several architectural styles. At the top of the derivation tree, we begin with a
null style in which no constraints are placed upon systems for tangible interaction.
5.2.1.1 Null Style for Distributed, Heterogeneous Tangible User Interface-based Systems
Fielding describes a null style as representing a system where there is no division between components that
comprise the system [Fie00]. A null style for systems at the focus of this dissertation are somehow capable
of supporting the change the state of digital systems triggered by changes in the physical realm and vice
versa. In a simple case, one might implement a single program that acquires input from various local and/or
remote sources and invokes the appropriate software action.
5.2.1.2 Client Server
The first style added to the PTI style is the client server architectural style. The client-server style is used
within the REST architectural style on which the World Wide Web is based to separate the user interface
concerns from data storage and processing concerns [Fie00]. In several interactive systems, the client-server
style is applied to separate the concerns of user interaction device management from concerns of integrating
the user interface and functional core [KB07a, OOJ09, UI97]. We apply this style to separate the concerns
of resource management and utilization from the concerns of the user interface and the domain functional
core. The term resource is used to refer to both interaction devices both for input and output, as well applica-
tions and services. By separating the user interface and functional core from, it becomes easier to redeploy
application level code across platforms. This separation also supports collaboration across organizations
over time who are able to iterate on various component independently.
5.2.1.3 Layered System
By constraining the behavior of the components within layers, we can simplify the design of certain com-
ponents. In many cases, tangibles-based applications are developed for integration within widely deployed
GUI-based system, many of which apply the layered system style. Resource adapters are one class of PTI
architecture elements where the layered system style is applied. Application-level components do not see
resources below the adaptation layer, but can take advantage of new resources as new adapters are written
contributing to PTI’s extensibility and evolution.
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5.2.1.4 Event-based Integration
By applying the EBI style, PTI applications are constrained from directly accessing channels for user input
and explicitly invoking procedures to handle such input. Application of this style decouples the producers
and consumers of data. This style is applied at two points within the derivation of the PTI style. At one
point, a TUI’s behavior is defined in terms of event-driven behavior that is defined through event listeners on
interactor proxies. The second application of the EBI style is on the connector interfaces between resource
and application layer. This results in a publish-subscribe connector, which is discussed further in §5.2.1.6.
5.2.1.5 Uniform Interface
The interfaces between application-level proxy components and resource adapters are constrained to a uni-
form interface, which simplifies the interactions between components from those layers. Application of the
uniform interface style also is used to meet the functional requirement to support integration of diverse
implementations of a given resource provider. By constraining a resource provider (e.g. a tangible input
device) to implement a limited, well defined interface, the entire architecture can be extended to support
additional types of resources (i.e. extensibility, evolvability). Applying this style also promotes portability
across various software platforms and improves visibility of component interaction.
5.2.1.6 Channel Agnostic Connector/Channel Agnostic Publish-Subscribe
A key design goal of the PTI architecture was to make the connection between PTI components portable
across system boundaries. Achieving this would promote code reuse and system modifiability with respect
to migrating from localized to distributed systems. By adding a thin interconnection layer based on an
unified communication interface that abstracts both the physical channels over which components interact,
the same logic for inter-component interaction across local and remote channels. This style is derived by
combining the client-server, uniform interface and layered system styles.
This style is further extended to decouple (referentially, spatially and to a lesser degree temporally) PTI
component interaction by constraining the delivery of messages to a publish-subscribe communication pat-
tern. The channel agnostic publish-subscribe (CASP) is derived by combining the channel agnostic con-
nector style with the EBI style. The addition of this style to the PTI architecture makes it easy to extend a
PTI-based system through the addition of resources that publish events and subscribe to message requests.
CASP also makes distributed PTI-based systems configurable because the connections between components
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can be (re)defined at runtime. The publish-subscribe communication pattern also maps to higher-level com-
munication patterns (e.g. one-to-many, many-to-one, one-to-any) and supports use cases such as the binding
of a single proxy to multiple resources or vice versa. Examples of these styles can be found in systems such
the ZeroMQ messaging API and various message-oriented middleware [zer10, Cur04, Mer11].
5.2.1.7 High-level Configurator
One side-effect of EBI-based systems is the diminished visibility of component interactions, especially at
the code or specification level. Diminished visibility follows from the decoupled nature of the interfaces
between event producing and consuming components, which were designed to be independent of the in-
terfaces of other components. To ameliorate low visibility, higher level components can be used to provide
a more global view of the distributed system. Within the PTI architecture, this role would be filled by a
catalog component. Such a component would monitor the connections between PTI components, as well
as the state of the resources within a PTI-based system. Application of this style adds complexity to the
system; however because the EBI style is employed, such a catalog only needs to subscribe to all events,
thus not adding complexity to the adapter and proxy components themselves. Effects on performance can
be reduced through the use of layering, filtering and federated catalog instances. The need for a high-level
interface to a distributed configuration was highlighted in real-world use within an introductory course in
interface design and technology. During this experience users were not clear as to the state of resources and
their bindings to running application.
5.2.2 Architectural Styles-based Assessment of PTI
In Table 5.1, we have a visualization of the non-functional architectural properties supported by the software
architectures embodied by several frameworks for distributed, heterogeneous TUI-based applications. Each
architecture is evaluated based on whether it promotes or limits thirteen system qualities. This is visualiza-
tion is based on the evaluation technique devised by Fielding for comparing and contrasting network-base
architectural styles [Fie00]. This technique is useful in that it enables one to have a high-level picture of
the architectural properties of a candidate architecture without access to an implementation; however a lim-
itation of this approach results from the fact that architectures are typically evaluated as a whole and so it
is difficult to gauge the effect of a design decision in the absence of alternate implementation that corre-
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TABLE 5.1: A visualization of the architectural properties of various architectures for distributed reality-
based interface. This evaluation is based on Fielding’s architectural style-based framework for analyzing
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CF ± + ++
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spond with alternative architectures. Accordingly, when a design both contributes to and detracts from a
architectural quality each pro and con is denoted, not combined.
5.3 Summary
This chapter presents a framework based on software architecture styles to examine the properties of the
proxy tangible interactor architecture. This discussion begins by briefly overviewing several styles relevant
to software architectures that support distributed, heterogeneous tangibles. These styles are applied to the
architectures of several tangibles systems as described in the literature. For instance, two defining features
of the software architecture of the TUIO/reacTIVision framework are based on the uniform interface and
client-server architectural styles[KB07a]. Both these styles promote evolvability of the systems built upon
these architectures. Several modern interactive system architecture are based upon the observer pattern,
which is often applied to Mode-View-Controller or similar aggregate design patterns. Such systems are
extensible, promote some degree of simplicity in adding components to a configuration and are event-driven,
which maps to model of interactivity. Software architecture styles are a useful tool for analysis because the
constraints imposed by a style are related to a rationale or goal of inducing some architectural property.
Given this knowledge of the architectural properties that may be induced by an architectural styles as
well the architectural properties identified to support distributed, heterogeneous tangibles, we can derive an
architecture to achieve those properties. We do so by iteratively applying architectural design constraints.
This derivation is described in §5.2.1.
Given the styles applied to the PTI architecture, we use the architectural properties that are known to be
induced by such styles to identify the architectural properties of a larger system based on the PTI archi-
tecture. We can also use this framework to contrast and compare with the architectures of related systems.
Based upon this styles-based framework, PTI architecture promotes efficiency, scalability, simplicity, evolv-
ability, extensibility, configurability, reusability, visibility and portability. Based upon its composite styles,
the PTI architecture demotes user perceived performance, efficiency, scalability, simplicity, visibility and
reliability. Future work would entail experiments to verify these properties and further exploration of ways




This research is based on the premise that distributed contexts will become the default, and as such our tools
for building interactive applications should provide abstractions that reduce the incidental complexity of dis-
tributed heterogeneous computing while providing new tools for thinking about the essential complexity of
distributed, heterogeneous interactive computing. Tangible user interfaces represent an intriguing interac-
tion paradigm to explore the design space of interactive distributed, heterogeneous computing because of its
pluralism and parallelism in forms and behaviors. In the theory and practice of distributed systems we find
the tools and expertise needed to expand of the scope and scale of interactive environments that leverage
the human knowledge and skills for engaging the physical world within the digital. However, in this inter-
section we find several challenges that require the expertise of stakeholders from several disciplines; and so
this research seeks to provide an interface between these realms and shed some light on a path to a future in
which physically engaging computing is common across physical and organizational boundaries.
In the pursuit of solutions to the challenges of distributed, heterogeneous systems for tangible interaction,
this research makes the following contributions:
• Proxy Tangible Interactor (PTI), an architecture for distributed, heterogeneous systems for tangible
interaction;
• and TUIKit, a software development toolkit based on the PTI architecture that enables tangible user
interface-based applications to vary their configuration in terms the number, type and location of
resources that comprise that application.
More specifically, the author aims to build tangible user interfaces-based systems composed of hetero-
geneous devices at various scales. This work began with the pursuit of TUI development tools that strike
a balance between simplicity in development and the power and expressivity needed to specify potentially
large scale TUI-based systems. These efforts have led to the examination of software architectures for TUIs
in distributed, heterogeneous computing environments. The aim of this architectural study is to devise a
system that supports extensibility and re-configurability, network performance that can support interactivity
at scale, and to separate concerns of network programming from that of programming a TUI’s structure and
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behavior. As result of this study, I have identified an architecture that separates the logical representation of
a TUI-based application from its configuration of concrete resources. I coin this architecture, the Proxy Tan-
gible Interactor architecture. The term proxy speaks to the decoupled nature of distributed, heterogeneous
interactive systems in which abstract proxy objects can be dynamically mapped to real resources. Tangible
interactor speaks to an abstraction that encapsulates the high-level behavior or functionality of some element
within a TUI. Combined these terms represent a progression and build on several advances in abstractions
for interactive systems to address the challenges of distributed, heterogeneous tangible computing.
A tangible within the PTI architecture is represented by a proxy object that is bound to one or more
concrete resources through an adapter interface. The interaction between resource proxies and adapters is
fine-grained and event-based. Applications based on this architecture consists of a set of proxies represent-
ing elements of TUI-based application (e.g. tangible input and output devices, software applications and
services, etc.) which are loosely coupled with a set of concrete resources. In other words, the Proxy Tangi-
ble Interactor architecture is based on the concept of loose coupling (spatial and semantic) between abstract
representations of a TUI and the concrete resource on which these resources execute.
TUIKit is a software toolkit for building TUI-based applications in distributed, heterogeneous computing
environments. TUIKit both inspired the design of the PTI architecture and is reciprocally influenced by the
insights of the PTI design process. With TUIKit, developers are able to vary the number, type and locality
of tangible interaction devices that comprise a distributed TUI-based application with minimal changes
to code. Furthermore, many of these TUI-base application parameters are reduced from properties to be
changed at the source code level to properties that can be configured (and reconfigured) at run-time. This
capability makes systems built with TUIKit more flexible and easier to adapt for various use contexts. This
flexibility also opens a pathway for TUI-based systems to be augmented with intelligence and automation
to become context-aware [Dey01].
Following the PTI architecture, TUIKit-based applications have a layered system architecture. Appli-
cation level components interact with resource layer components through a light-weight messaging and
adaptation layer. The application layer consists of a set of proxies that expose an interface based on the
tangible interactor abstraction with which developers can define the structure and behavior of TUI. The
resource layer consists of a set of adapters that mediate communication with a resource by translating be-
tween the implementation specific interface for a particular resource and a more general interface for class
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of resources to which the target resource belongs. This classification can be based on behavior (e.g. the
class of dial input controls) or functionality (e.g. the class of sensors that detect identity such as a visual tag
system or a RFID module). The messaging layer through which proxies and adapters interact abstracts the
physical channels over which this communication might occur. This combination of semantic and spatial
loose coupling enables a large degree of code reuse in systems with a high degree of variability.
6.1 Dissertation Research Implications
The technical implications of this research are improved component reuse, interoperability and portability.
From these system qualities follow several implications.
Interoperability Across Tangible User Interface Platforms Interoperability is defined as
the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information and to use the
information that has been exchanged.[GKM+91]
This system quality is related to but is distinguished from portability, which is the
ease with which a system component can be transferred from one hardware or software envi-
ronment to another. [GKM+91]
TUIKit’s portability is partly evidenced by the existence of several language bindings mostly written by this
dissertation’s author. TUIKit and its underlying PTI architecture supports interoperability of system com-
ponents across operating systems, programming languages and potentially application-level frameworks as
evidenced by fact that several applications have been composed of adapters written in python running on
a Linux-based system while the application-level proxies run in application deployed on Windows, Mac
OS X and Linux environments. These properties can be exploited achieve interoperability of TUI-based
application components across tangible frameworks. For instance, with the development of a TUIO tracker
adapter, TUIKit applications that incorporate spatial interactors can be mapped on TUIO-based trackers.
Alternately, with the development of components that adapt TUIKit-based devices into the TUIO tracker
interface, TUIO code can run atop TUIKit-based interaction devices.
Promotion of the Sharing of Tangible Computing Applications Another key technical property of the
PTI architecture and TUIKit is the promotion of code or component reuse. Component reusability is pro-
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moted in part by the separation of the code that defines the tangible user interface and domain logic from the
code that defines lower-level logic for sensing and actuation. The field of tangible user interfaces abounds in
diverse hardware and software technologies for sensing and actuation. In the high likelihood that interaction
platforms are not common across groups, they can still share application-level code with a greater likelihood
of interoperability and increased portability as supported by architectural approaches such as PTI.
More Tools for Evaluating Tangible Computing Applications Following from the potential increase in
sharing of tangible computing applications, TUI developers and researches have more tools for evaluating
tangible computing applications. Students and researchers can more easily re-implement systems shared
within the TUI community and run them against whatever hardware they have available. To the extent
that diverse tangible interaction hardware technologies possess the same properties (e.g. affordance, etc.)
as the original resources against which a tangible application is developed, any assertions made about the
application can be tested and either confirmed or contradicted.
More Tools for Evaluating Tangible Interface Technologies Correspondingly, greater reuse of code
tangible computing applications supports the evaluation of sensing and actuation technologies for TUIs.
For instance, tangible computing application be used as a benchmark against which diverse tangible inter-
action platform resources can be evaluated. The PTI architecture’s support of extensibility in the support of
TUI hardware means that TUI elements can be evaluated both in isolation and as part of a larger system.
A TUI technologist can focus on new interaction modalities and have an ecosystem of applications and
complimentary interaction device with which to integrate.
Facilitates Collaboration Between Stakeholders in the Distributed, Heterogeneous Tangible Interac-
tion Design Space A fundamental property of software architecture is that it defines the major structures
of a complex software-intensive system as well the interfaces between that system’s strutters. The modu-
larity of the PTI architecture and its initial implementation, TUIKit, define requirements and scope of the
various stakeholders enumerated in §1. Armed with the information concerning the interfaces of compo-
nents within the PTI architecture, various components can be developed independently with a reasonable
expectation of integratibility. This has already been alluded to as it relates to the interplay of the evolu-
tion of the software and hardware components of a TUI-based system. But the PTI architecture supports
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the decoupling of a TUI’s structure and behavior from its configuration as a collection of components that
pass messages over a number of network connections. The details of networking are mostly hidden from a
TUIKit when developing a distributed TUI-based application. One implication of this separation, is that as
the infrastructure for communication and coordination of resources within a distributed, heterogeneous tan-
gible interaction system is improved, applications built upon this infrastructure can reap the benefit of these
improvements. These are just a few examples of the implications of this architectures and corresponding
systems toward facilitating collaboration among distributed, heterogeneous stakeholders.
6.2 Future Work
Usability Studies for the PTI architecture and TUIKit Some ultimate goals of the efforts described
in this dissertation are to make it easier to developed TUI-based applications in distributed, hererogeneous
compting environments as well enabling developers to build larger scale, more complex systems for dis-
tributed tangible interaction. In the pursuit of these goals, a software architecture or development toolkit
can be viewed as a user interfaces. Future work along this line of research might involve usability stud-
ies of artifacts of the PTI or derivative architectures as well TUIKit. System tools that both have a low
threshold and well as high ceiling are often design goals of many frameworks for building interactive sys-
tems [Mye95]. Research such as the cognitive dimensions of notation and API usability might speaks to
methodology for evaluating usability of the PTI architecture and TUIKit framework.
Performance Analysis of the PTI Architecture and TUIKit Several research questions center around
the performance and scalability that is supported by the PTI architecture and TUIKit-based applications.
Ultimately, the architecture supported by PTI depends on the level of refinement and specificity of its ar-
chitecture. For instance, to the extent that the process architecture and corresponding physical architecture
were defined at the level of a protocol, then it would be possible to formulate a performance model for
PTI-based systems. If PTI architecture was defined at the level of an implemented system in execution, then
actual metrics could be taken for a given system load. Accordingly, the performance of TUIKit and thus the
PTI architecture have only been measured for small systems. Future work would entail the more extensive
tests of the performance and scalability characteristics of the PTI architecture and TUIKit framework.
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Refinement of Use Cases for Distributed, Heterogeneous Tangible Interaction One of the more chal-
lenging aspects of this research has been devising use cases that are rooted in real world problems, yet are
illustrative of frontiers of we cannot yet reach within the tangible user interface design space. Use cases
are an important tool in communicating the value of distributed, heterogeneous computing to the field of
TUI research and development, as well as highlighting problems( technical, social or otherwise) to be ad-
dressed in making building TUIs in distributed, heterogeneous environments not only feasible, but effective
in addressing problems for which tangible interaction is relevant. Further research of architectures for dis-
tributed, heterogeneous TUIs would benefit greatly from use cases that push the technical limits of what is
presently possible and concisely connect the various aspects (e.g. conceptual, logical, systematic, physical,
etc.) of such systems.
Algorithms, Models and Engineering Practices for Scalability and Network Performance in Dis-
tributed Interactive Systems There are many open problems for systems that support TUIs in distributed,
heterogeneous environments. For instance, latency cannot totally be eliminated from network-bound oper-
ations within a distributed tangible interactive system. So the questions becomes, what strategies can be
employed to mitigate the effects of latency within distributed interactive systems? Future research of soft-
ware architectures might involve an study of techniques such latency hiding. System designers would also
benefit from knowledge as it relates to certain use cases for which distributed system are not a workable
solution. Perhaps this state is contextual (e.g. for a given networked resource load, a system cannot sup-
port performance for remote distributed interactivity at scale.) Perhaps these challenges can be addressed
through system engineering techniques such as federation to address performance at scale. Future research
is also needed to address models that related properties of interactive experience to architectural qualities of
systems that support interactive contexts.
6.3 Closing Remarks
An inspiration for this research was systems such as Open Graphics Library (OpenGL) [Khr12b] stan-
dard and the emerging Open Computing Language (OpenCL) [Khr12a]. Many graphics programmers are
afforded the luxury of being unaware of how much parallelism is inherent in the hardware designs of graph-
ics processing units (GPUs). With respect to graphics programming, OpenGL provides APIs based on a
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high-level model of a graphics pipeline and if the GPU has parallel processing hardware, its OpenGL im-
plementation is responsible for parallelizing the code that can exploit it. Furthermore, OpenCL generalizes
several efforts to exploit the hardware parallelism of GPUs for general purpose by providing a uniform
interface for concurrent programming that run on heterogeneous parallel processors (i.e. GPU, central pro-
cessing units, etc.). Also within the graphical computing space, we find efforts such as Processing [Pro12]
that provide further abstractions on top of graphics systems like OpenGL and additional tools to enable
its users to ignore certain technical aspects of programming and focus on the aspects of visual computing
relevant to produce an desired output. Such systems provide a low barrier to entry to produce visuals and
interactivity, but also ease the path into more technically complex visual and interactive applications.
A hope for the PTI architecture and TUIKit is the development of a system model for distributed, hetero-
geneous tangible computation. Parallel to this system model of distributed, heterogeneous tangible compu-
tation is an abstract model of a TUI-based application. This model would define a kernel that encapsulates
the high-level structure and behavior of a TUI or TUI element. To manage the complexity of the many
components that may comprise a distributed, heterogeneous tangible, algorithms and services would aid
the user in mapping that high-level kernel of tangible computation onto distributed, heterogeneous resource
for tangible interaction as available within an application’s environment. Inspired by this vision, I set out
to define an architecture in which components could easily be (re)connected to compose different system
configurations. This was the rationale for adopting a publish-subscribe-based connector as a substrate for
system integration. The development and release of ZeroMQ was fortuitous, but hoped for since the author’s
master’s thesis research [TJM05] 1. With the ability to separate communication logic from the physical
channels of communication, that logic could be reused in various distributed system configurations that use
the optimal connector for a given context (e.g. local components communicate over intra-process or inter-
process channels whereas remote components communicate over network channels). To address integration
of heterogeneous resources, components would interact via a uniform interface, which was the rationale for
extending the tangible interactor abstraction to distributed environments. As long as a resource conformed
with an interface of an interactor proxy belonging to some TUIKit-based application context, that resource
could be bound to that proxy.
1This research was concerned with ways to composed distributed visualization applications over a connection interface that mapped to intra-process, inter-
process, intra-node and inter-node communication boundaries.
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By combining thee above architectural features, applications based on the PTI architecture could vary in
the number, type and location of resources that comprise a distributed, heterogeneous tangible user interface-
based system. This capability of the PTI architecture is demonstrated by several examples built with TUIKit,
a toolkit for developing distributed, heterogeneous TUI-based applications. It is my hope that this disserta-
tion research represents a significant step toward the system model and supporting architecture envisioned
at the beginning of the closing remarks. It also my hope the architecture presented in this thesis is useful in
the realization of the large scale, physically engaging computational systems.
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Appendix A
The TUIKit Application Programming Interface
A.1 Introduction
TUIKit is a library for integrating distributed heterogeneous resources for tangible interaction. These in-
clude physical controls, computer vision systems, electronic-mechanical devices, touch-screens and so on.
The current version includes components for adapting input from various input devices, an API for event
messages, an API for generic abstract interaction components and components for mediating between user-
s/programmers and resources for tangibles-based application
A.2 TUIKit.Message
One of the key elements within the TUIKit architecture is a message. There are currently two types of
messages defined witihin architecture: event notifications and requests.
A.3 TUIKit.Event
This object encapsulates user interaction event message.
A.3.1 Data Members
string handle URI-like address or path to concrete resource on which event originated
TUIKit.Interactor source reference to Interactor object that triggers the event in user space
TUIKit.EventTypes event type type of event
object state the value of the interaction device at the time the event is generated
int ID unique identifier for an event, should be based on some ordering scheme
int time stamp system time at the point of the events generation
float clock offset offset of system clock from some global clock (e.g. NTP)
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A.3.2 Methods
• string serialize(TUIKitEvent event)











An interface for objects that implement event-driven behavior for a particular event on a particular Interactor
A.3.5 TUIKit.Command
TBD - So far TUIKit supports integration of tangible input devices via user interaction event messages.
It probably useful to support additional message types for communication with various types of resources.
Command messages are envisioned for communication with services and components which provide output.
A.4 TUIKit.Interactor
Interactors are proxies for components that comprise a tangibles-based application.
A.4.1 Data Members
object state This object contains the current value of parameter(s) that may be embedded within a
given Interactor. Some Interactors may be stateless, so this value may be a delta.
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A.4.2 Methods
void addListener( TUIKit.EventType type, TUIKit.EventListener listener)
This methods adds an object that implements the EventListener interface for handling events of the
specified type.
void removeListener(TUIKit.EventListener listener) This methods removes the lis-
tener object from the collection of listeners for the Interactor object receiving the removeListener call.
In the python implementation this method apparently removes the listener on all events for which it
has been registered. This may not be desired.
void removeListener(TUIKit.EventType type, TUIKit.EventListener) This meth-
od only removes a listener for a given event type. This could replace the other version and provide the
original behavior if the user pass in a null/nil or some other special value.
void triggerEvent(TUIKit.Event event) This method invokes the event parameter on the
receiving Interactor, which in turns triggers a notification to all listeners on that event type.
A.5 TUIKit.Controller
This object communicates on behalf of and maps TUIKit.Event(s) onto TUIKit.Interactor objects.
A.5.1 Methods
void addDevice(string handle) This method adds an Interactor object associated with the han-
dle parameter.
void removeDevice(string handle) This method removes the Interactor associated with the
pided handle.
TUIKit.Interactor getInteractor(string handle) This method returns a reference to
the Interactor object associated with the provided handle.
void start() This method starts the indefinite loop for collecting and dispatching events and com-
mands.
void quit() This methods stops event collection routines.
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Appendix B
An Interactive-Exa-Scale Visualization Future
B.1 Introduction
The following is a hypothetical scenario intended to illustrate a use case for large-scale interactive com-
putational science and distributed visualization. An organization operates a scientific instrument that will
generate in its advanced configuration an exabyte of data per run. In addition to the data from experiments,
simulations for the purpose of verification and theory formulation generate hundreds of petabytes of output
data per run. In many cases these volumes of data are too large to be stored in full fidelity and if stored at
all too large to move around for later analysis.
Up until this point, the system architects of these facilities have called for the deployment of high-end
resources for analysis, including graphics clusters and massively parallel file clusters. For visual analysis,
promising HPC architecture designs often employ high ratios of graphics processors to application pro-
cessors along with strategies to lessen bandwidths bottlenecks along the graphics pipeline. Despite these
advances in system architectures that scale up to tackle exascale computational challenges, many organiza-
tions also employ architectures to support applications that scale out over many systems instances.
In such future we would have the ability to wield millions of cores, many exabytes of storage, billions of
pixels in graphics capability and many terabits per second in aggregate network bandwidth spread across
hundreds of HPC systems deployed all over the globe; but how individuals wield this power? What inter-
faces would enable perhaps hundreds of users to collaboratively visualize this data? How might interactive
systems enable users to observe simulation in situ and do live steering of the computation? How might
computational scientists be empowered to debug and refine their algorithms informed visual analysis of
scientific codes in execution? The following text describes computational science use cases that are not
currently possible or feasible but might be in the future given systems with interactive architectures of the
sort at the focus of my dissertation research.
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B.2 Live Visualization Scenario
The Big Machine is spewing out gobs of data, about an Exabyte per day. Several visualization clusters
deployed at international computational science research centers have been chosen to be part of the live
visualization corps. The Big Machine center has 100 GB/s in network bandwidth and each visual analysis
corps system has 10 Gb/s links to the Big Machine center. At each viz corps site are on the order of 10
scientist and visualization analysts. The viz corps personnel have various individual interactive terminals as
well a large shared ultra-high-definition display.
During this live analysis session, viz corps sites are each streamed a sub-domain of the data. Visualization
images are rendered in real-time and streamed to other sites for compositing of the total visualization,
which is displayed at each visualization site. Several strategies for parametric control can be employed,
including one extreme in which each viz site has only control of their data domain and the other in which
one site can drive the parameter exploration at all sites within the live session. Within a viz corps site,
collaborative control can be further distributed or centralized amongst the site participants. Regarding the
earlier mentioned interactive terminals, some terminals may be purely graphical and provided by laptops,
tablets and smaller personal mobile devices; while other interactive terminals may incorporate physical and
environmental media for engagement.
Consider this scenario. At visualization corps site Alpha, Dr. Leslie is observing the live visualization
feed. She recalls earlier analysis of data from an earlier Big Machine run with the same codes. Each viz
corps site has the capability to cache about 100 timesteps. She would like to apply the same filters and
parameter exploration for the current run within a particular timespan. She retrieves a cartouche labeled Big
Machine run #0000042. She gestures the cartouche on top of a casier for visualization queries to extract the
visualization filters and a playback of the parameter exploration. She then binds that information to a new
cartouche for run #0000099.
The others at site Alpha are concerned because the phenomena they are observing is not progressing as
predicted by relevant theories or as indicated by earlier experiments. Dr. Leslie quickly shows her colleagues
the results from the previous run and is granted control of that sites visualization stream. She applies the
filters she extracted earlier and rewinds the data stream a few hundred timesteps to gives Viz Corps Alpha a
better picture of some anomalies within the simulation output. Dr. Leslie and her graduate student, Miguel
identified some parameter tweaks in the scientific codes that may address the non-physical effects. Other 99
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viz corps sites have taken notice of the Alphas activities and grant them control of the entire visualization
stream. Miguel and Dr. Leslies filters and parameter exploration are applied to the entire Big Machine output
stream, which convinces the Big Machine collaboratory to restart the Big Machine run with site Alpha input
parameters. This move saves 100s of millions of CPU hours and leads to a number of important results.
B.3 Discussion
Is this scenario possible today? Its probably within the realm of possibility, but likely not feasible. The
bandwidth requirements of such an application could be met with several optical network testbeds, provided
there are transport protocols that maximally utilize available bandwidth. This typically is not the case with
TCP whose congestion management algorithms interpret long round-trip times (RTTs) as congestion and
throttle bandwidth. Several researchers, including colleagues at the CCT, are working on techniques to
improve IO throughput to better utilize fast networks and high-performance storage systems. And of course
the user interaction capabilities could be cobbled together using existing techniques for user interaction
integration. But we cannot simply do more of what is done today and expect our systems to scale.
The scenario highlights three system aspects that pose obstacles to large-scale interactive ubiquitous
computing applications. These are large numbers of independent nodes, resource heterogeneity and vari-
able structures of data-flows between components within the large-scale system. Systems composed of
large numbers of nodes imply both distributed computing components communicating over networks of
varying geographical reach (from personal area networks to global scale networks). In terms of protocols
and services for transporting interactive data, current day systems only support inter- active responsiveness
for small number of nodes. In many cases, this is because interactive communication infrastructure is based
on a centralized architecture. In the literature it is often hand-waved that these systems can be re-factored
into decentralized architectures; but why have few interactive systems architects ventured in distributed in-
teraction infrastructure waters? Even in the face of scalable remote distributed interaction communication
protocols, synchronization and maintaining consistency across many interactive system components are still
considerable challenges.
The research I present here helps enable such a future because it explores architectural approaches that
decouple the definition of high-level blah-blah-blah behavior and structure from the specifics blah-blah-
blah inter-component communication, a type of interactive system late binding. In other words, developers
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would be able to build ultra-scale interaction applications that may use simple infrastructure for small-scale
configurations and for large-scale configurations employ remote distributed infrastructure. Additionally, in-
teractive system architects and engineers could more easily evaluate remote distributed infrastructure by
conducting experiments in which they deploy and test the same application across different system configu-
rations. Resource heterogeneity poses a problem to large-scale interactive system integration in that without
generic APIs and services, such applications would require a priori knowledge of the specific resources to
be employed within a large-scale interactive system. This requirement limits flexibility and increases com-
plexity. Systems that provide abstractions that expose common functionality across inter- active resource
instances while exploiting or mitigating pragmatic variations would address the challenges posed by in-
teractive resource heterogeneity. Scenarios like the above-mentioned will continue to be infeasible if the
considerable resources within a large-scale interactive system cannot be flexibly wielded and reconfigured
to meet the varying needs of its human operators. Despite increasing I/O throughputs and computational
capacity, realities of network distributed computing such as latency and unreliability will still exist. These
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